PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED FOR THE WOLFDEN ZONING PETITION
ZP 779, Pickett Mountain Mine, T6 R6 WELS
02/04/2021 through 06/22/2021
Maine Land Use Planning Commission
Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry

The Maine Land Use Planning Commission is accepting public comment on the zoning petition filed by
Wolfden Mt. Chase, LLC. to allow for development of the Pickett Mountain Mine in T6 R6 WELS. Public
comments will be accepted until 10 days following the close of the public hearing for the petition. The
public hearing has not yet been scheduled. A public notice for the hearing will be issued later this year
in accordance with the Commission’s Rules of Practice, 01-672 CMR 4.
Written comments received on the Wolfden Zoning Petition for the Pickett Mountain Mine will be
posted periodically on the LUPC webpage. Information on changes to the webpage and other
notifications to interested persons will be distributed through the Maine GovDelivery system.
For more information on the review process, filing public comments, and signing-up for notifications,
visit the LUPC webpage at: https://www.maine.gov/dacf/lupc/projects/wolfden/wolfden_rezoning.html.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Winchester
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Rezoning request
Friday, February 05, 2021 11:55:11 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear LUPC,
Please deny Wolfden’s request to rezone the territory around Pickett Mtn.
Wolfden is woefully lacking in resources, experience, and reserves to mine here or anywhere else. It is irresponsible
of them to push their request upon your office when their finances, track record, and proposal are all so shallow.
Maine’s streams, rivers, lakes, and aquifers are intertwined. Risk of a tailing spill would spell catastrophe for our
water source, and would require decades and decades of costly clean-up (which should NOT be borne by Mainers!).
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Anne Winchester
Pemaquid, ME

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Minot Weld
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
LUPC Zoning Petition 779 - Wolfden Mt. Chase, LLC
Friday, February 05, 2021 12:40:30 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear LUPC Officers and Staff,
I am writing to voice my vehement objection to Wolfden’s petition to rezone the approximately
528.2 acres of land from a General Management Subdistrict to a Planned Development Subdistrict (DPD) in T6 R6 WELS. This is a TERRIBLE idea. There is no way that Wolden can properly
contain/mitigate the impact of their proposed project in this pristine location. The environmental
sensitivities are too many to list and too great to ignore. This land is worth far more to many more
beneficiaries left as it is.
I urge you to deny this petition. To grant it would cause irreparable harm.

Regards,
Francis M Weld
P.O. Box 595
Northeast Harbor, ME 04662

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Landis Hudson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
rejection of rezoning request
Friday, February 05, 2021 1:32:15 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing on behalf of Maine Rivers regarding the Land Use Planning Commission’s ongoing review of Wolfden Mount Chase LLC’s
application to rezone its Pickett Mountain Project near Mount Chase. Maine Rivers is a nonprofit organization as we were involved over
several seasons in the revisions to Maine’s mining laws. We are keenly aware of the environmental risks and the related economic
impacts that metallic mining poses.

This proposed project seeks to develop an area that is surrounded by rich natural resources and public lands, including Baxter
State Park and the Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument. We note with concern that the entire West Branch
Mattawamkeag, a tributary to the Mattawamkeag and eventually the Penobscot River, is included within designated Critical
Habitat for federally endangered sea-run Atlantic salmon. The West Branch Mattawamkeag is particularly rich in trout habitat
and its headwaters are located very close to the proposed site of Wolfden’s mining operations. This is enormously concerning
to us.
We are extremely skeptical of the Wolfden proposal. The risks of metallic mining operations to Maine’s waters are great, and the benefits
to our economy are likely to be fleeting at best. Wolfden does not appear to have the financial or technical capacity to manage a project of
this scale and at this location. We urge you not to rezone land at their request which would serve to further their unsubstantiated claims of
having a viable project. Rezoning land around Pickett Mountain may serve Wolfden’s short-term investment strategy, but that is not the
goal of Maine’s mining regulations, which focus on long-term sustainable management of our natural resources.
We urge you to reject this rezoning request.
Thank you,
Landis Hudson

Landis Hudson
Executive Director, Maine Rivers
www.mainerivers.org
Phone: 207-847-9277
Our mission is to protect, restore and enhance the ecological health of Maine’s river systems

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mainetech@maine.rr.com
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
rezoning
Friday, February 05, 2021 5:00:07 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please do not allow the rezoning of Pickett Mountain by Wolfden Mining. Obviously, they are not
able to demonstrate the ability to successfully and morally operate this mine. The danger to local
watersheds will be devastating to the environment and the Native peoples of this state. We cannot
allow this to happen!!!
Jeff Ward

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Peaslee
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mining near Pickett Lake opposition
Sunday, February 07, 2021 11:09:31 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
The most important objection, and the one that should bear the most weight, is the waste created in this process. As
in Nuclear waste “in perpetuity” bears the brunt of objection. How thoughtless and greedy are those who would
destroy a pristine place for their acquisition of the “almighty dollar”! Anything to make a buck, the hell with the
left-overs. There is no end process that will not destroy the surrounding wilderness forever. How unacceptably
greedy and thoughtless.
It is inconceivable that the State of Maine would allow such despicable and wanton use of her lands. This
“Vacationland”, that all purports to be our sacred trust for generations to come, could be pock-marked and left
barren for future generations.
The end result brings gold to a few and poison to all others, including death.
Barbara Pealsee
18 Osaka Street
westbrook, ME 04092
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Staples
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
mining in Maine..
Sunday, February 07, 2021 12:20:32 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Haven’t we learned our lesson yet on mining in Maine?? ponds all around the old mines in Blue hill are full of toxic
stuff in the lake bottom so we can’t even eat the fish there any more.. please resist efforts to tear the hell out of our
watersheds! which of course is everywhere   ronald Staples concerned citizen and nature lover… and VOTER !

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorrie Marx-Adams
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden Rezoning Application
Sunday, February 07, 2021 6:17:32 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Commission Members:
I am writing to you out of grave concern regarding the Wolfden Rezoning Application and the
potential implications for Maine's natural resources. Wolfden does not demonstrate in their
application the technical expertise or economic resources to safely and responsibly implement
their proposed plan. Consequently, Wolfden poses a threat to the surrounding pristine waters
and land that are not only vital to Maine's tourism economy but more importantly to all forms
of life in the area and downstream. Further, the indigenous Native Americans count on these
waterways for their sustenance and way of life. To this end, I encourage you to reject
Wolfden's rezoning application and protect Maine's natural resources.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration of my views.
Blessings to you all,
Lorrie Marx-Adams
13 Ward Rd. Apt.#5
Windham, Maine 04062
cell#207-831-5270

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Correspondence for Wolfden Rezoning Petition
Sunday, February 07, 2021 7:33:20 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
From Rep. Chris Johansen
To   Land Use Planning Commission
Ref LUPC Zoning Petition 779 - Wolfden Mt. Chase, LLC
Wolfden Resources Corporation
My name is Chris Johansen and I am the State Representative for House District 145, which includes
18 organized towns in southern Aroostook. This District includes the towns of Moro which borders
this mining site to the east and Mt. Chase to the south. I have been monitoring the progress of this
project since it was announced. The project requires our scrutiny and I will continue to monitor its
progress.
I have made several unannounced site visits and have found evidence of the steps they have taken
to mitigate any disturbance to the project site. My requests for information have been very
responsive.
Maine has very strong and up to date environmental protection laws governing any mining projects.
I am writing this letter in support of Wolfden Resources Corporations proposed mining project. I
further encourage the Land Use Planning Commission to expeditiously complete their work on this
zoning petition. I believe this project can be safely carried out following the rules and laws currently
in place.
For all of these reasons, I highly support what Wolfden has undertaken here in Maine and have the
utmost confidence that they will adhere to all the regulations in place for an outcome we can use for
future comparisons.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Anderson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden Rezoning proposal
Monday, February 08, 2021 11:03:52 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Staff and Members of the LUPC, Please reject Wolfden’s application for
rezoning. The company has no prospects of being able to operate its proposed mine
without seriously damaging Maine’s environment. Metal mining is extremely risky for
the lakes, streams and ground water of Maine on which we all depend.
Thank you, Nancy C Anderson, 47 Sturdivant Road, Cumberland, ME 04110

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Burnett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden rezoning
Tuesday, February 09, 2021 8:47:28 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To members of LUPC:
Mining at the head of any river is not a good idea let alone 3 different watersheds! Drainage quality will always be
negatively affected.
Please be alert that Wolfden said that   they plan to put back water just as pristine as they found it!
No plans as to how this is possible were given. In fact to do that is impossible unless they truck in “pristine “ water
from somewhere else and carry away their own waste!
Ridiculous to even consider them competent enough to be considered for this project or any other!
No rezoning for Wolfden please.

Karen
681 Duck Cove Rd
Roque Bluffs, ME 04654

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MccM
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Public Comment
Friday, February 12, 2021 9:10:33 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern at Maine Land Use and Planning Commission
I have recently found out about a plan for a metal mining project on Pickett Mountain in
Penobscot County. I think this is a terrible project that will result in polluted rivers and air in
the surrounding pristine area. The company proposing this project (Wolfden) has a record of
environmental destruction and bad financial management. They are not even a United States
Company! I have learned that they have never operated a mine that made a profit, and fear
that once they destroy the area, they will leave a huge environmental mess. I fear that if this
project goes forward, Maine will loose its natural beauty and will be stuck with a bill for
cleaning up the mess Wolfden will create. What happens when they declare bankruptcy? I am
sure you are aware of other mining project in Maine that have caused massive destruction and
left Maine tax payers to foot the bill for cleanup (i.e the cleanup effort at the failed Callahan
Mine in Brooksville ME is expected to cost about $23 million ). Wolfden have stated that they
can discharge waste water safely, however have not provided ANY documentation showing
that this process works ANYWHERE. Please answer this : What will Maine stand to gain by
letting this project go forward? I say Maine will get polluted water and air and a huge bill to
clean up after Wolfden declares bankruptcy. The entire Baxter State Park and Katahdin area is
a treasure , and this project will cause untold damage to the area. Once destroyed, it will never
be the same. I ask you to PLEASE consider rejecting Wolfden's application for this terrible
project.
signed,
Maxwell MacLean
Norway Drive
Woolwich, ME
04579

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Michael Reddy
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning; Beyer, Stacie R
news@bangordailynews.com; nepeditors@nepublish.com; qtides@midmaine.com; features@pressherald.com;
kmiller@pressherald.com; cwoodard@pressherald.com; sthistle@pressherald.com; jbayly@bangordailynews.com;
cferguson@bangordailynews.com; jholyoke@bangordailynews.com; dmarino@bangordailynews.com;
nmahaleris@bangordailynews.com; nrcm@nrcm.org; Jean-Luc Theriault; jtheriault@tklt.org; tkeniston@tklt.org;
ogs1@maliseets.com; alnabe@twc.com; judy@nrcm.org; molly.paynewynne@tnc.org; andy@asf.comcast.net;
Loyzim, Melanie; Kavanah, Brian W; pshah@akingump.com; pthibeault@mitsc.org; marvin@wabanaki.com;
maggiedana@wabanaki.com; pfrancis@maine.rr.com; keely.curliss@gmail.com; press@mainebeacon.com;
editor@mainernews.com; wwhitney@mcht.org; Donna Bissett; jromano@mcht.org; Brett Ciccotelli
Proposed Metallic Sulfide Mine in Maine RE: LUPC Zoning Petition 779 - Wolfden Mt. Chase, LLC
Saturday, February 13, 2021 10:16:19 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

HelloI'm writing to both applaud the Land Use Planning Commission for their thorough review of
ZP779, and to urge the Commission to reject Wolfden LLC's petition for re-zoning outright.
While the February 4th Request for Additional Information, provides plenty of material to sift
through, and plenty of issues for Wolfden to address, the elephant in the room is that it is
impossible to assure that the "change in districting will have no undue adverse impact on
existing uses or resources" (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)) as the intrinsic risks are
such that they cannot be “avoided, minimized, or mitigated” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4
B(3)) to an extent so as to be consistent with the stated goals of the Comprehensive Land Use
Plan (2010 CLUP Chapter 1.2).
Several concerns that jump right out, and I hope to highlight, are the reliance on "industry
standards" and “examples of effective developments” by SWCA, the focus on Wolfden's
financial capacity to carry out the project following MDEP's Chapter 200 rules, the
incompatibility of the sound and light standards set out by DEP Chapter 375.10 and
Commission Rules 01-672 Chapter 10, Section 10.25, F, Noise and Lighting with regard to the
the CLUP Chapter 1.2, Sections II(B), II(G-L), and the failure of the petitioner to disclose the
substantial risks to human communities with regard to socio-economic impacts.
SWCA's third party review of the proposed Wolfden project, while identifying concerns that
need to be addressed, should be seen for what it is—a sophisticated piece of pro-mining
propaganda—purchased for this purpose by the petitioner. According to SWCA's website
(accessed 2/13/21), “Environmental regulation and public scrutiny present unique challenges
to the mining industry.” SWCA's expertise “has been a powerful tool in helping mining
companies secure approval... We offer one-stop shopping for environmental services, strong
relationships with regulatory agencies, and in-depth knowledge of environmental laws and
regulations. Having provided permitting support for some of the nation's largest mining
operations” (emphasis added). SWCA does not cite any such mining operations to prove their
point, likely because each of the projects that they have supported through the environmental
permit process has subsequently become a significant source of soil, water, and air pollution.
SWCA was hired to secure approval of Wolfden's project--to mitigate environmental
regulations and public scrutiny--not to prevent adverse impacts to the natural resources of
Maine.
It is important to look then at what SWCA considers appropriate “industry standards” and
“examples of effective developments of similar scale.” The two projects they cite as such in
their “third party” review are the Red Dog and Greens Creek mines in Alaska. One could go
into quite a bit of detail here, but suffice to say Red Dog and Greens Creek have both caused

significant “adverse impact[s] on existing uses or resources”. In fact, according to the EPA's
2019 Toxic Release Inventory, they are the two largest producers of toxic mining related
waste in Alaska. In 2019 Red Dog released at least 418,830 pounds of Mercury compounds
and 368,381,164 pounds of lead into the on-site environment, while emitting over 137,865
metric tons of CO2 equivalent Green House Gases into the atmosphere. Transportation spills
and fugitive dust along the mine’s haul road have resulted in metals pollution (lead, zinc and
cadmium) on federal public lands in Cape Krustenstern National Monument 50 miles away! In
2015, Greens Creek released 1,400,244 pounds of Arsenic compounds on-site, while in 2019 it
released 9,909 lbs of mercury compounds and 7,134,969 lbs of lead. These releases of toxins
prove the inadequacy of SWCA's “industry standards” and “effective developments” with
regard to “the protection and management of existing uses and resources within the affected
area” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)) regardless of what those selling the technology
claim.
In his 2016 testimony before DACF's Board of Environmental Protection Maine State
Geologist Robert Marvinney pointed to a different example of an industry standard. He visited
the Eagle Mine in Michigan because it was recognized as a “modern metallic mineral mine...
that is operating in an environmentally responsible manner.” He reported to the DACF that his
number one take-away from the visit was “that mining of metallic sulfide minerals can be
done responsibly in a northern temperate climate.” Unfortunately, he failed to mention in his
testimony that in the year prior to his visit the Eagle Mine released 263,978 pounds of Toxic
Release Inventory chemicals into the environment including 9,704 pounds of lead. The
amount of lead released at the mine in 2019 grew to 41,009 pounds, while their off-site
processing mill released 5,600,110 pounds of carcinogenic nickel compounds. He also failed
to mention the myriad negative impacts the project has had on the general welfare and
traditional ways of life of the human communities surrounding it. This is what the “experts”
are calling responsible and effective!
SWCA's sub-contractor Linkan was slightly more honest noting Wolfden's claim that “The
liner below and capping and closure of the TMF will prevent any leachate from infiltrating
into the groundwater below” is “a bold promise assuming industry standards. Liners and caps
are almost never perfect so it is probably more correct to state that it will prevent significant
infiltration.” Luckily, Michael Clark, Mining Coordinator, Bureau of Land Resource's January
28th Memorandum makes it clear that the petitioner's “reference to a "wet cap" design
intended to discourage large tree growth (i.e., prevent root intrusion into the cap) likely would
not be a permittable design under Chapter 200.” For 10 to 15 years of corporate bottom lines,
Wolfden's proposed tailings management facility would require monitoring and maintenance
in perpetuity to prevent large trees from growing in the area. As the area in question is
currently “entirely undeveloped and forested” by Wolfden's own admission, their proposed
use would intrinsically make future reclamation impossible. There is NO WAY to adequately
avoid, minimize, and mitigate the adverse effects on Maine's environment other than to deny
Wolfden's proposed project.
Many of the concerns regarding re-zoning focus on whether or not Wolfden Resources, LLC
has the economic capacity to complete the project responsibly. I believe this focus is both
wrongheaded and dangerous. No amount of monetary backing can assure that Wolfden's
proposed project will not adversely affect Maine's air, water, and living systems. And there is
no cash settlement amount that can make such environmental devastation a good deal for
Maine. While the fact that Wolfden admits that they need to raise $10-15 million just to
complete their feasibility study should raise eyebrows, the largest backer of Wolfden is

Kinross Gold with over $1 billion in available cash equivalents. As SWCA claims “The
involvement of a major mining company, Kinross Gold, which currently owns 9.6% of
Wolfden, can be considered a third-party endorsement of the project, and a demonstration of
the ability for management to attract interest from different sources of finance.” While
Kinross's investment may bolster Wolfden's claims of financial capacity, it in NO WAY
provides “substantial evidence” that the change in districting would be “more appropriate for
the protection and management of existing uses and resources within the affected area” than
its current classification (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b))—the classification it had
when Wolfden purchased the property.
In fact, Kinross's involvement, and track record, make it easy to see the threat to Maine's
environment and communities that Wolfden's proposal presents. According to the EPA,
Kinross's Bald Mountain Mine in Nevada released at least 2,796,910 lbs of lead compounds,
249,902 lbs of mercury compounds, and 9,700 lbs of cyanide compounds in 2019 alone.
Likewise, their Round Mountain Mine/Smoky Valley Mine released 1,300,014 lbs of arsenic
compounds, 65,009 lbs of cyanide compounds, and 936,802 lbs of lead compounds in 2019.
Cost cutting measures at their Buckhorn Mine in Colorado caused a discharge of 3 million
gallons of contaminated water containing 540 tons of toxic metals that polluted waterways in
Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico. When confronted with lawsuits regarding illegal discharges
of toxic materials, human rights violations, fraud, and corruption Kinross has a demonstrable
record of not remediating the damages that their projects have been shown to cause. Instead of
funding effective prevention and true restoration, Kinross's vast resources are leveraged to
fight against their victims. They have fought in court against the United States government,
the Washington State government, the Navajo Nation, and even the City of Austin Police
Retirement system. They went so far as to threaten to counter sue the EPA, and have even
made the argument in court that they have no legal obligations regarding permit violations for
their wholly-owned subsidiaries. Are Kinross's deep pockets substantial evidence that Maine's
resources won't be adversely affected by Wolfden's proposed mining project? The answer is
clearly no. In fact, third-party financial backing is no assurance at all that there will not be
adverse impacts to Maine, nor that they can or will be redressed or remediated should they
occur.
In addition to pollution of ground and surface water, Wolfden's proposal would create an
insurmountable harm to the area's wildlife and natural communities in the form of sound
pollution. According to maps by the US Department of Transportation and the National Parks
Service the area under consideration for rezoning is among the quietest locations in the eastern
half of the United states with regard to ambient noise. While Tech Environmental's report
states that noise at Pickett Mountain Pond will be 47dBA--below the threshold as set forth by
MDEP and therefore "will result in no undue adverse impacts to existing uses", this analysis
focuses only on direct human impact and ignores the well-documented deleterious affects on
wildlife at levels as low as 40 dBA. In fact, the National Park Service reports, “Sound levels
during peak periods in a high air traffic corridor in the Yellowstone backcountry, for example,
were elevated by up to 5 decibels. The result is as much as a 70% reduction in the size of an
area in which predators can hear their prey.” As stated in Appendix B, Section B(3)(d) of the
petition, "Wildlife common to the Northwoods include deer, moose, bobcats, fishers, as well
as a number of small mammal species. Avian species including passerine birds, accipiters and
buteos, and piscivorous birds such as kingfishers and herons are also common, as are
waterfowl including ducks, geese, and loons." All of these animals, as well as the
unacknowledged Canada Lynx, eight species of bat, amphibians, fish, and insects are far more
sensitive to noise than humans. There is NO WAY to introduce sound disturbances of the

proposed magnitude without causing an "adverse impact on existing uses" of the area by nonhuman life. The effect on natural communities in turn affects humans' traditional ways of life
and existing uses--namely observing wildlife, and hunting, fishing, and trapping. As LUPC
01-672 Chapter 10, Section 10.25, F, Noise and Lighting states, the sound standards for D-PD
are "As determined by the Commission". I therefore urge the Commissioners to consider the
cascading effects of the sounds produced by rock crushers, gen-sets, backfill plants and
ventilation fans on the invisible yet important resource of the natural soundscape when
determining what standards are necessary to assure that rezoning will be “more appropriate for
the protection and management of existing uses and resources within the affected area” (01672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)).
Light pollution is another issue that affects the area's natural resources and existing uses
including star-gazing. As Henry Beston wrote in The Outermost House, "With lights and ever
more lights, we drive the holiness and beauty of night back to the forests and the sea" (1928).
The area being considered for re-zoning has the darkest skies in the eastern half of the United
States. Though often overlooked—the night time sky is a natural resource whose conservation
should be considered. Scientific evidence suggests that artificial light at night has negative and
deadly effects on many creatures including amphibians, birds, mammals, insects and plants.
As the National Park Service notes, "Light scattered through the atmosphere brightens the
night sky, causing stars and faint objects to be rendered invisible due to the reduced contrast.
Light pollution also prevents the human eye from fully dark-adapting and reaching its
maximum sensitivity. Sometimes, the more light there is at night, the less we can see.” How
would Wolfden's light pollution affect the night time view from Moos Lookout, or from Mt.
Katahdin? Even if designed entirely with downward facing lights, the reflected and ambient
light introduced into the environment by Wolfden's proposed project would intrinsically cause
undue adverse impacts. In this regard there is substantial evidence that the requested change in
districting would be contrary to the duty of the LUPC to provide “for a continuation of
traditional ways of life, rural communities, sustainable economic opportunities, and outdoor
recreation for the people of Maine” (2010 CLUP Chapter 1.2).
Finally, the socio-economic assessment laid out by Wolfden in their petition is clearly
inadequate. Rachel Bouvier did a commendable job of identifying some of the data and
analyses that are lacking. However, given that the guiding principles of the Commission
include “to preserve public health, safety and general welfare” I believe that even Rachel
Bouvier overlooks some important considerations. As others have noted:
The impact of mining on your community can be devastating. The more presence an
extractive company has in your community, the more disruptive it will be. If they are
allowed to explore in your territories, the likelihood of social disruption dramatically
increases. It may then take many years to re-build the social, cultural and spiritual
structures and bonds that were the community’s real wealth. Mining companies often
bring hundreds of single working men into the local community, giving rise to serious
social and health problems. Alcoholism, prostitution, sexual assault, rape, and venereal
diseases are unfortunately very common in and near mining communities.... The
community becomes impoverished as the cost of living rises sharply due to high wages
going to a small portion of the populace... Migration and social disintegration destroy
traditional safety nets, and women are especially affected. When men work away from
home, women are left to handle finances, support the families, and manage the land.
The stress on families often causes domestic violence and marital breakups.

In addition to these generalities, several in-depth studies document the human rights abuses at
one of Kinross's other projects—notably Geocide, Ecocide, and Genocidal Type Outcomes
from Large-Scale Open Pit Mountaintop Gold Mining in the Outskirts of Paracatu, Brazil, and
Swept Aside: An Investigation into Human Rights Abuse at Kinross Gold’s Morro do Ouro
Mine. I urge the Commissioners to fully examine these materials and ask themselves whether
this is an industry that fits in with our Comprehensive Land Use Plan. It must also be noted
that we are living in a hyper polarized time, and any additional stressors, like a politicized
large scale mining proposal, will likely exacerbate community divisions rather than heal them.
Undoubtedly, some will be seduced by the promise of jobs, while others will organize to
oppose the project in favor of defending the ecosystem and traditional ways of life. There is
NO WAY to ensure that rezoning the Pickett Mountain property to allow metallic sulfide
mining will “preserve public safety, health, and general welfare,” instead it represents a
significant threat to those social, spiritual, and cultural bonds that we hold dear.
The vision articulated by the Maine Comprehensive Land Use Plan (1.2) is a good one. The
Land Use Planning Commission has the opportunity and duty to ensure that the jurisdiction
“will retain it's unique principal values and exemplify a sustainable pattern of land uses” while
meeting its “present and future needs” by “Retaining extensive forests, undeveloped
shorelines, remote woodland character, and a unique collection of natural and cultural
resources and values” and “Providing for a continuation of traditional ways of life, rural
communities, sustainable economic opportunities and outdoor recreation for the people of
Maine”.
I urge the Commissioners tasked with evaluating Wolfden's petition for re-zoning to recognize
their duty to adopt a Land Use Standard that shall “Protect public health by reduction of noise,
air pollution, water pollution and other environmental intrusions” (12 M.R.S.A., Section 685A(3-B)). Approving Wolfden's petition would do the opposite. The nature of the destruction
caused by even the most “effective” and “responsible” industry standards leaves no “Potential
for future reclamation and beneficial use of the affected area” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4
B(2-c)). The Commissioners must acknowledge that there is substantial evidence that any
short-term, unevenly distributed economic gain that Wolfden's proposed mine might bring to
Maine, would be more than offset by the negative impacts to the health and general welfare of
Maine's natural and human communities. The Commissioners have an obligation to deny
Wolfden's petition based upon the substantial evidence that the proposed change in districting
would have undue adverse impact on existing uses and resources and that a new district
designation is less appropriate for the protection and management of existing uses and
resources within the affected area (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)).
Thank you for your commitment to Maine and the vision expressed in the CLUP,
Michael Reddy
Pembroke, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karyl Condit
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject rezoning application for mining
Sunday, February 14, 2021 3:24:58 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
This project appears to be poor construed and by developers with inadequate successful experience with mining.
This piece of Maine wilderness would be severely threatened by a mining project. I urge you to reject this rezoning
application.
Karl Condit
Farmington, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Davis Barnett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Please do not allow rezoning of the land at Picket Mountain - keep Maine wonderful
Monday, February 15, 2021 11:12:16 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Land Use Planning Commission I just learned about the proposal to rezone the Picket Mountain area by Wolfden (doesn't just
the name Wolfden make you expect bad things?), and I think it would be terrible to have any
mining in this area.
I have been going to Lake Munsungan to fish since the 80's, and I always feel it is such an
honor and gift to have such a wonderful place as the north Maine woods. The nature, the
peace, the wildlife and joy of it all is very special, and we need to preserve this for generations
to come.
From the NRCM presentation, it appears that Wolfden is a poorly managed operation that
loses money while it keeps on opening up the earth and exposing the rest of us to mining's
toxic residues.
Would you please add me to the interested parties list to receive updates on your progress
fighting this proposal?
davisbarnett@gmail.com
If the Picket Mountain project went forward, we would be polluting most of Maine's waters,
killing most of the fish, impacting the environment in too many ways to understand at this
point, and it would be a one-way event that could never be undone/restored within your
lifetime or the lifetimes of your children and grandchildren, making the north maine woods a
place to avoid and run from and never be enjoyed again.
Thank you for your considerations!
Davis Barnett
PO Box 124
Cabot, VT 05647
I wish you the best in keeping projects like this from coming to Maine.
-Davis
-Davis Barnett
davisbarnett@gmail.com
508-353-0997

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gray Lincoln
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject Wolfden"s Rezoning Application
Monday, February 15, 2021 4:25:42 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi,
I'm reaching out to voice concern over Wolfden Resource's metal mine proposal. I urge you to
reject the rezoning application, as this project would jeopardize the future of Maine's natural
resources.
I would like to join the interested parties list to receive periodic updates on the project.
Thank you,
Gray Lincoln

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Thurston-Hill
Beyer, Stacie R
Bronson, Brian N.; Higgins, Joe
Wolfden letter of support
Tuesday, February 16, 2021 10:07:11 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Johnson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Re: Mining Ruin Results
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 8:51:17 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Stacie:
I just sent a link on how a river system got ruined by the result of mine pollution.
Tom
Sent from my iPhone
> On Feb 17, 2021, at 8:42 AM, LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning <WolfdenRezoning.LUPC@maine.gov> wrote:
>
> Good morning, Mr. Johnson.
>
> The Land Use Planning Commission received the following e-mail message from you on Sunday. The State policy for cyber security indicates that employees should not click links or open attachments from outside the State mail system.
>
> We value your input on the Wolfden Rezoning Petition. Could you copy and paste the content of your comments directly into an e-mail message, or print and send us a hard copy of your comments, so that we can enter them into the record?
>
> If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
>
> Sincerely,
>
>
> Stacie R. Beyer
> Planning Manager
> Land Use Planning Commission
> 22 State House Station,
> Augusta, Maine 04333-0022
> Cell- 207-557-2535
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Tom Johnson <tjohnsononfly@yahoo.com>
> Sent: Sunday, February 14, 2021 8:18 AM
> To: LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning <WolfdenRezoning.LUPC@maine.gov>
> Subject: Mining Ruin Results
>
> EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
>
> Stacie Beyer
>
> https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F100041156663311%2Fposts%2F486767796038438%2F%3Fd%3Dn&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWolfdenRezoning.LUPC%40maine.gov%7Cb4cd40bdb83842dc807608d8d34b17d1%7C413fa8ab207d4b629bcdea1a8f2f864e%7C0%7C0%7C637491666768396220%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&amp;sdata=Y7EELTCUnkH6QR7iwJJuU83XNiZkksonVSdas3DZNfE%3D&amp;reserved=0
>
>
> Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary DiMarco
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Rezoning at Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, February 23, 2021 3:56:31 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Chairman Wooster and members of the Land Use Planning Commission,
    I join the chorus of voices urging you to oppose the rezoning of the unorganized
territories in the Patten area for mineral mining. The type of mining being proposed
is one of the most dangerous industrial activities in the world, and we do not want it in
Northern Maine. This has been proven with past experience with sulfide deposit
mines in other areas in Maine.  
    The effect of this activity on the water would be devastating to all life in the area for
many years to come. People who live and play here and many other species both
flora and fauna depend on clean water to thrive.  
The out-of-state company proposing this activity does not appear to have the
experience or a valid plan to carry out this work safely. They have been unable to
show any evidence that this is a good-faith proposal.
The Land Use Planning Commission is charged with protecting Maine's land and
waters. Please deny this rezoning request and avoid setting a precedent giving an
opening to other companies who might want to exploit our beautiful home.
Sincerely,
Mary Beth DiMarco
22 Washburn St
Houlton, Maine 04730
dimarco_mb@yahoo.com

24 February 2021

Dear Maine Land Use Planning Commission:
I am writing this letter in opposition to the application submitted for rezoning by Wolfden in the area of
Pickett Mountain, Penobscot County. I am a landowner in Aroostook County and my property lies
within 2.5 miles of Pickett Mountain. I believe rezoning to accommodate the Wolfden mining project
significantly threatens the character of the immediate region and is not in our best interest. Rezoning to
accommodate Wolfden will clear the way for the mining project to proceed.
I have many specific concerns with the proposed rezoning by Wolfden. Chief among these concerns is
the threat to groundwater that is likely to occur if this project moves forward. Contamination of
groundwater will threaten the drinking water of many area residents (as well as my own). In addition,
any ground or surface water contamination will threaten the outstanding native fisheries present in this
region – a highly significant economic resource. It is my understanding that Wolfden has not presented
an acceptable long-term plan to treat the wastewater that will be generated by their mining operation.
Re-zoning to accommodate this operation with a lack of commitment to responsibility toward Maine
residents will therefore set an ominous precedent moving forward.
A primary concern of mine that has not received widespread attention is the effect that rezoning and
the subsequent mining operation will have on the designation of this area as an international “Dark Sky”
region. Baxter State Park, Katahdin Woods & Waters National Monument, and Northern Maine Woods,
including the area in question, are the only areas in the United States east of the Mississippi River that
meet the minimum requirements for Dark Sky designation. The Dark Sky designation of northern
Maine is gaining national recognition and is something of which residents of Maine should be very
proud and willing to fight to protect. Dark Sky designation attracts hundreds of vacationers to this
region of Maine each year. Once Dark Skies are polluted, they cannot be recovered. Forever. A mining
operation will likely produce constant nighttime floodlighting which will be visible for many miles
including from surrounding mountain peaks such as scenic Mount Chase and Mount Katahdin. The
mining operation is also likely to produce a significant amount of noise pollution possibly audible for
several miles. Mount Chase is a popular recreational area and the character of this area will be forever
changed if this project proceeds. Please note too that there are development covenants and zoning
restrictions already in place for residents in this area specifically to protect the wild character of
Mount Chase and Hersey. Wolfden - a Canadian mining company - should not be granted any
exceptions especially if those exceptions are in opposition to restrictions on current Maine
landowners. For these reasons, I believe that rezoning is un-warranted.

Below, I have listed the primary concerns I have - as a Maine landowner in the region – with the
rezoning proposal by Wolfden:









Threat of groundwater contamination that threatens drinking sources
Threat of surface water contamination to fisheries
Threat of light pollution that will jeopardize northern Maine’s Dark Sky designation – the only
such designation in the eastern United States of America
Threat to the wild character of the region which draws thousands to northern Maine every
season
Threat of noise pollution to residents and recreationists
Threat to the scenic beauty of the region including disrupting spectacular views from popular
hiking destinations such as Mouth Chase and Mount Katahdin
Threat to the wildlife of the immediate region such as loons that use the lakes surrounding
Pickett Mountain, as well as game species hunters depend upon for food and sport
Incompatibility with current development covenants and zoning restrictions imposed on
single-family landowners in the Mount Chase and Hersey area

Thank you for your attention to this matter and considering my opposition to the rezoning application
submitted by Wolfden. If you have any questions I can be reached at the e-mail address below.
Sincerely,

Christopher M. Heckscher, Ph.D.
Hersey, ME
checkscher@desu.edu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Kirn
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Resident Opposed to the Rezoning of Pickett Mt.
Thursday, February 25, 2021 1:20:27 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

LUPC:
I am a Mainer who is very concerned about the state's willingness to engage with the mining
company Wolfden as it attempts to have Pickett Mt. rezoned so that it may skirt environmental
regulations currently in place and cause substantial environmental damage for its own (and not
Mainers'!) economic interests.
Sending a signal to Wolfden that Maine's environmental regulations are malleable sends a
dangerous message to other like-minded organizations who stand diametrically opposed to the
good conservation work I know personally to be done by the LUPC.
Private citizens are made to comply with the LUPC's regulations and Maine is better for it.
The fact that Woflden should be allowed a different set of rules reeks of corruption, greed, and
a double standard for corporate interests. The people who I've personally worked with at the
LUPC are kind, good people of great integrity and I know would not personally stand for this.
Do not allow Wolfden to make a mess of Maine as they have other states. We can be the state
that says No to this rot, and the fine people at the LUPC are the strong, backboned type of
people to do it.
Sincerely,
Peter Kirn

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mail service team
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mine
Thursday, February 25, 2021 3:48:04 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
No polluting mine in Maine. Don't allow this Canadian company to poison our land. Thank you. Dorothy
Anderson
60 Lawrence lane
Buxton Me

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Ellen Wilson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
rezoning
Thursday, February 25, 2021 4:28:14 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear LUPC,
Maine land near Baxter State Park must not be rezoned to accommodate mining. I urge you to reject Wolfden
Resources application to rezone this land. A mining operation is not compatible with Maine's outdoors.
Thank you.
Mary Ellen Wilson
15 Sunset Lane
West Bath Maine 04530
978-273-9042

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Williams
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Metal mine
Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:04:56 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please do not allow this foreign company, or any company, to destroy any part of Maine’s beautiful wilderness. We
all know that they will totally destroy the landscape and pollute the water. They will try to convince you they won’t,
but they all do. Then when the mine is no longer profitable, they will walk away and leave Maine tax payers to try
and clean up the damage and restore the landscape. PLEASE SAY NO.
Thank you Janet Williams
Searsport

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Jo Young
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Opposition to rezoning
Thursday, February 25, 2021 5:53:11 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
This company has no place in our state and will not protect our valuable environment. Please do not allow this
company to operate their mining business here as it would indelibly harm our precious natural resources.
Thanks,
Karen-Jo Young
Corea, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Lincoln
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Interested party request - Wolfden Mine Proposal
Saturday, February 27, 2021 12:30:28 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To the LUPC:
I am writing to express my deep opposition to the proposed rezoning request for the Wofden mine, and to
request to be added to the list of interested parties. It is hard to believe that this proposal is even being
considered for any location in Maine, given the applicant's weak application. iI is inconceivable that it is
being considered in the proposed location, given the potential for irreversible damage to an ecosystem
that is one of the gems of Maine's North Woods.
I have visited the area for a number of years as a guest at the Bradford Camps, traveling in by float plane
to the remote are. The unspoiled beauty and history of an area that has hardly changed in the last
century is one of the appeals. I stepped up with a multi-year pledge to help fund one of the largest
conservation easements in the area decades ago, and have been supporting the New England Forestry
Foundation annually in furthering the preservation of the our natural resources in Maine and other nearby
states. I also support The Nature Conservancy, which is a steward of the nearby Big Reed Pond.
Sustainable use of the Maine North Woods is critical to the economy of our state, providing a multitude of
jobs in the recreation and forestry industries. In today's era of sustainable responsibility, it is bizarre to
see a proposal such as Wolfden under consideration.
One does not need to look hard to find many ugly precedents where such mines have caused irreversible
ecological devastation, with taxpayers shouldering the burden of costly mitigation, which is only a bandaid on the problem.
I hope you will do the right thing and decline the Wolfden rezoning application.
Thanks - Brian
Brian Lincoln
11 Haverhill Ave
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
917-494-8070
Brian.Lincoln@yahoo.com

From:
To:
Date:

John Pincince
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Saturday, February 27, 2021 4:21:22 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear LURC members,
Please, do not allow any rezoning of these lands. It is a s though Maine is being attacked by corporations intent on
Destroying our brand. Which is more important than any mine, corridor, salmon plant or other developments that
risks what we folks in Maine cherish and
What tourists come here for. Do not allow this mine or any other mine anywhere in the state. It’s just not worth it in
the short or the long run.
Sincerely,
John Pincince
Ashgrove Farm
Lincolnville, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret McGinnis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Metal Mine near Baxter Park
Sunday, February 28, 2021 11:08:12 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to oppose plans by Wolfden Resources, a Canadian company, to rezone
almost 600 acres near Baxter State Park and the headwaters of the Penobscot River
to operate a metal mine.   This dangerous and terrible proposal must not be allowed.  
I have visited Baxter State Park, and cannot imagine this area being despoiled by a
metal mine.   Chemicals would almost certainly go in to the river affecting wildlife and
the entire ecosystem.   It seems there are always Canadian companies wanting to set
up operations in prisitine areas of the United States which will ruin them forever.  
Maine is unique among eastern states with its relatively large wilderness and
undeveloped areas.   It has to stay that way.
Thank you.
M McGinnis

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Oltarzewski
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
In opposition to rezoning
Sunday, February 28, 2021 8:41:19 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

February 28, 2021
To Stacie R. Beyer, Planning Manager, and the Land Use Planning
Commissioners:
The Friends (Quaker) Committee on Maine Public Policy joins the Houlton Band
of Maliseets and the Penobscot Nation in strongly opposing any rezoning that
would enable Wolfden Resources to proceed with the extraction of metals from
Pickett Mountain, or anywhere else in Maine.
We believe that Maine’s current mining regulatory structure is too permissive in
allowing groundwater contamination, and we urge the LUPC to reject this
rezoning because it would open the door to toxic disfigurement of much-beloved,
pristine natural habitat.
Even if the company had adequate resources to completely, scientifically mitigate
the inevitable pollution (which Wolfden is unable to demonstrate), it would still be
far too risky a proposition for the future well-being of our humans, plants, and
animals. These are Class A waters - prized for their fisheries and spawning
grounds - that feed the vast watershed areas below. Sulfuric acid does not belong
here. We must not jeopardize the health of these waters, or our own well-being.
Maine should be building businesses that support local fishing and tourist
economies, that respect and value Indigenous priorities and the natural web of life,
and that protect our waters and forest eco-systems, for current and future
inhabitants of Maine.
The Friends Committee adds our voice to the many others calling on the
Commission to reject the Wolfden application.
Sincerely,
Diane Oltarzewski
FCMPP Recording Clerk

21 Bridge Street
Belfast, ME 04915

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mariah W
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Metallic Mining DANGEROUS Threat to Maine
Monday, March 01, 2021 8:41:07 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Greetings:
I implore you to deny Wolfden LLC's petition for rezoning and I am including this letter to
you from Michael Reddy with which I am in complete agreement.
Following his letter is one more point which I added.
Gail Williams
157 Howes Cove Road
Liberty, ME 04949
I'm writing to both applaud the LUPC for their thorough review of ZP779, and to urge the
Commission to reject Wolfden LLC's petition for re-zoning outright. While the February 4th
Request for Additional Information, provides plenty of material to sift through, and plenty of
issues for Wolfden to address, the elephant in the room is that it is impossible to assure that
the "change in districting will have no undue adverse impact on existing uses or resources"
(01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)) as the intrinsic risks are such that they cannot be
“avoided, minimized, or mitigated” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(3)) to an extent so as to
be consistent with the stated goals of the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (2010 CLUP Chapter
1.2).
Several concerns that jump right out, and I hope to highlight, are the reliance on "industry
standards" and “examples of effective developments” by SWCA, the focus on Wolfden's
financial capacity to carry out the project following MDEP's Chapter 200 rules, the
incompatibility of the sound and light standards set out byDEP Chapter 375.10 and
Commission Rules 01-672 Chapter 10, Section 10.25, F, Noise and Lighting with regard to the
the CLUP Chapter 1.2, Sections II(B), II(G-L), and the failure of the petitioner to disclose the
substantial risks to human communities with regard to socio-economic impacts.
SWCA's third party review of the proposed Wolfden project, while identifying concerns that
need to be addressed, should be seen for what it is—a sophisticated piece of pro-mining
propaganda—purchased for this purpose by the petitioner. According to SWCA's
website(accessed 2/13/21), “Environmental regulation and public scrutiny present unique
challenges to the mining industry.” SWCA's expertise “has been a powerful tool in helping
mining companies secure approval... We offerone-stop shopping for environmental services,
strong relationships with regulatory agencies, and in-depth knowledge of environmental laws
and regulations. Having provided permitting support for some of the nation's largest mining
operations” (emphasis added). SWCA does not cite any such mining operations to prove their
point, likely because each of the projects that they have supported through the environmental
permit process has subsequently become a significant source of soil, water, and air pollution.
SWCA was hired to secure approval of Wolfden's project--to mitigate environmental
regulations and public scrutiny--not to prevent adverse impacts to the natural resources of

Maine.
It is important to look then at what SWCA considers appropriate “industry standards” and
“examples of effective developments of similar scale.” The two projects they cite as such in
their “third party” review are the Red Dog and Greens Creek mines in Alaska. One could go
into quite a bit of detail here, but suffice to say Red Dog and Greens Creek have both caused
significant “adverse impact[s] on existing uses or resources”. In fact, according to the EPA's
2019 Toxic Release Inventory, they are the two largest producers of toxic mining related
waste in Alaska. In 2019 Red Dog released at least 418,830 pounds of Mercury compounds
and 368,381,164 pounds of lead into the on-site environment, while emitting over 137,865
metric tons of CO2 equivalent Green House Gases into the atmosphere. Transportation spills
and fugitive dust along the mine’s haul road have resulted in metals pollution (lead, zinc and
cadmium) on federal public lands in Cape Krustenstern National Monument 50 miles away! In
2015, Greens Creek released 1,400,244 pounds of Arsenic compounds on-site, while in 2019 it
released 9,909 lbs of mercury compounds and 7,134,969 lbs of lead. These releases of toxins
prove the inadequacy of SWCA's “industry standards” and “effective developments” with
regard to “the protection and management of existing uses and resources within the affected
area” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)) regardless of what those selling the technology
claim.
In his 2016 testimony before DACF's Board of Environmental Protection Maine State
Geologist Robert Marvinney pointed to a different example of an industry standard. He visited
the Eagle Mine in Michigan because it was recognized as a “modern metallic mineral mine...
that is operating in an environmentally responsible manner.” He reported to the DACF that his
number one take-away from the visit was “that mining of metallic sulfide minerals can be
done responsibly in a northern temperate climate.” Unfortunately, he failed to mention in his
testimony that in the year prior to his visit the Eagle Mine released 263,978 pounds of Toxic
Release Inventory chemicals into the environment including 9,704 pounds of lead. The
amount of lead released at the mine in 2019 grew to 41,009 pounds, while their off-site
processing mill released 5,600,110 pounds of carcinogenic nickel compounds.
He also failed to mention the myriad negative impacts the project has had on the general
welfare and traditional ways of life of the human communities surrounding it. This is what our
Maine “experts” are calling responsible and effective!
SWCA's sub-contractor Linkan was slightly more honest noting Wolfden's claim that “The
liner below and capping and closure of the TMF will prevent any leachate from infiltrating
into the groundwater below” is “a bold promise assuming industry standards. Liners and caps
are almost never perfect so it is probably more correct to state that it will prevent significant
infiltration.” Luckily, Michael Clark, Mining Coordinator, Bureau of Land Resource's January
28th Memorandum makes it clear that the petitioner's “reference to a "wet cap" design
intended to discourage large tree growth (i.e., prevent root intrusion into the cap) likely would
not be a permittable design under Chapter 200.”
For 10 to 15 years of corporate bottom line profits, Wolfden's proposed tailings management
facility would require monitoring and maintenance in perpetuity to prevent large trees from
growing in the area. As the area in question is currently “entirely undeveloped and forested”
by Wolfden's own admission, their proposed use would intrinsically make future reclamation
impossible. There is NO WAY to adequately avoid, minimize, and mitigate the adverse effects
on Maine's environment other than to deny Wolfden's proposed project.
Many of the concerns regarding re-zoning focus on whether or not Wolfden Resources, LLC

has the economic capacity to complete the project responsibly. I believe this focus is both
wrongheaded and dangerous. No amount of monetary backing can assure that Wolfden's
proposed project will not adversely affect Maine's air, water, and living systems. And there is
no cash settlement amount that can make such environmental devastation a good deal for
Maine. While the fact that Wolfden admits that they need to raise $10-15 million just to
complete their feasibility study should raise eyebrows, the largest backer of Wolfden is
Kinross Gold with over $1  billion in available cash equivalents. As SWCA claims “The
involvement of a major mining company, Kinross Gold, which currently owns 9.6% of
Wolfden, can be considered a third-party endorsement of the project, and a demonstration of
the ability for management to attract interest from different sources of finance.” While
Kinross's investment may bolster Wolfden's claims of financial capacity, it in NO WAY
provides “substantial evidence” that the change in districting would be “more appropriate for
the protection and management of existing uses and resources within the affected area” than
its current classification (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b))—the classification it had
when Wolfden purchased the property.
In fact, Kinross's involvement, and track record, make it easy to see the threat to Maine's
environment and communities that Wolfden's proposal presents. According to the EPA,
Kinross's Bald Mountain Mine in Nevada released at least 2,796,910 lbs of lead compounds,
249,902 lbs of mercury compounds, and 9,700 lbs of cyanide compounds in 2019 alone.
Likewise, their Round Mountain Mine/Smoky Valley Mine released 1,300,014 lbs of arsenic
compounds, 65,009 lbs of cyanide compounds, and 936,802 lbs of lead compounds in
2019.Cost cutting measures at their Buckhorn Mine in Colorado caused a discharge of 3
million gallons of contaminated water containing 540 tons of toxic metals that polluted
waterways in Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico. When confronted with lawsuits regarding
illegal discharges of toxic materials, human rights violations, fraud, and corruption Kinross
has a demonstrable record of not remediating the damages that their projects have been shown
to cause. Instead of funding effective prevention and true restoration, Kinross's vast resources
are leveraged to fight against their victims. They have fought in court against the United
States government, the Washington State government, the Navajo Nation, and even the City of
Austin Police Retirement system. They went so far as to threaten to counter sue the EPA, and
have even made the argument in court that they have no legal obligations regarding permit
violations for their wholly-owned subsidiaries. Are Kinross's deep pockets substantial
evidence that Maine's resources won't be adversely affected by Wolfden's proposed mining
project? The answer is clearly no. In fact, third-party financial backing is no assurance at all
that there will not be adverse impacts to Maine, nor that they can or will be redressed or
remediated should they occur.
In addition to pollution of ground and surface water, Wolfden's proposal would create an
insurmountable harm to the area's wildlife and natural communities in the form of sound
pollution. According to maps by the US Department of Transportation and the National Parks
Service the area under consideration for rezoning is among the quietest locations in the eastern
half of the United states with regard to ambient noise. While Tech Environmental's report
states that noise at Pickett Mountain Pond will be 47dBA--below the threshold as set forth by
MDEP and therefore "will result in no undue adverse impacts to existing uses", this analysis
focuses only on direct human impact and ignores the well-documented deleterious affects on
wildlife at levels as low as 40 dBA. In fact, the National Park Service reports, “Sound levels
during peak periods in a high air traffic corridor in the Yellowstone backcountry, for example,
were elevated by up to 5 decibels. The result is as much as a 70% reduction in the size of an
area in which predators can hear their prey.” As stated in Appendix B, Section B(3)(d) of the
petition, "Wildlife common to the Northwoods include deer, moose, bobcats, fishers, as well

as a number of small mammal species. Avian species including passerine birds, accipiters and
buteos, and piscivorous birds such as kingfishers and herons are also common, as are
waterfowl including ducks, geese, and loons." All of these animals, as well as the
unacknowledged Canada Lynx, eight species of bat, amphibians, fish, and insects are far more
sensitive to noise than humans. There is NO WAY to introduce sound disturbances of the
proposed magnitude without causing an "adverse impact on existing uses" of the area by nonhuman life. The effect on natural communities in turn affects humans' traditional ways of life
and existing uses--namely observing wildlife, and hunting, fishing, and trapping. As LUPC
01-672 Chapter 10, Section 10.25, F, Noise and Lighting states, the sound standards for D-PD
are "As determined by the Commission." I therefore urge the Commissioners to consider the
cascading effects of the sounds produced by rock crushers, gen-sets, backfill plants and
ventilation fans on the invisible yet important resource of the natural soundscape when
determining what standards are necessary to assure that rezoning will be “more appropriate for
the protection and management of existing uses and resources within the affected area” (01672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)).
Light pollution is another issue that affects the area's natural resources and existing uses
including star-gazing. As Henry Beston wrote in The Outermost House, "With lights and ever
more lights, we drive the holiness and beauty of night back to the forests and the sea" (1928).
The area being considered for re-zoning has the darkest skies in the eastern half of the United
States. Though often overlooked—the night time sky is a natural resource whose conservation
should be considered. Scientific evidence suggests that artificial light at night has negative and
deadly effects on many creatures including amphibians, birds, mammals, insects and plants.
As theNational Park Service notes, "Light scattered through the atmosphere brightens the
night sky, causing stars and faint objects to be rendered invisible due to the reduced contrast.
Light pollution also prevents the human eye from fully dark-adapting and reaching its
maximum sensitivity. Sometimes, the more light there is at night, the less we can see.” How
would Wolfden's light pollution affect the night time view from Moos Lookout, or from Mt.
Katahdin? Even if designed entirely with downward facing lights, the reflected and ambient
light introduced into the environment by Wolfden's proposed project would intrinsically cause
undue adverse impacts. In this regard there is substantial evidence that the requested change in
districting would be contrary to the duty of the LUPC to provide “for a continuation of
traditional ways of life, rural communities, sustainable economic opportunities, and outdoor
recreation for the people of Maine” (2010 CLUP Chapter 1.2).
Finally, the socio-economic assessment laid out by Wolfden in their petition is clearly
inadequate. Rachel Bouvier did a commendable job of identifying some of the data and
analyses that are lacking. However, given that the guiding principles of the Commission
include “to preserve public health, safety and general welfare” I believe that even Rachel
Bouvier overlooks some important considerations. As others have noted. The impact of
mining on your community can be devastating. The more presence an extractive company has
in your community, the more disruptive it will be. If they are allowed to explore in your
territories, the likelihood of social disruption dramatically increases. It may then take many
years to re-build the social, cultural and spiritual structures and bonds that were the
community’s real wealth. Mining companies often bring hundreds of single working men into
the local community, giving rise to serious social and health problems. Alcoholism,
prostitution, sexual assault, rape, and venereal diseases are unfortunately very common in and
near mining communities.... The community becomes impoverished as the cost of living rises
sharply due to high wages going to a small portion of the populace... Migration and social
disintegration destroy traditional safety nets, and women are especially affected. When men

work away from home, women are left to handle finances, support the families, and manage
the land. The stress on families often causes domestic violence and marital breakups.
In addition to these generalities, several in-depth studies document the human rights abuses at
one of Kinross's other projects—notably Geocide, Ecocide, and Genocidal Type Outcomes
from Large-Scale Open Pit Mountaintop Gold Mining in the Outskirts of Paracatu, Brazil, and
Swept Aside: An Investigation into Human Rights Abuse at Kinross Gold’s Morro do Ouro
Mine. I urge the Commissioners to fully examine these materials and ask themselves whether
this is an industry that fits in with our Comprehensive Land Use Plan. It must also be noted
that we are living in a hyper polarized time, and any additional stressors, like a politicized
large scale mining proposal, will likely exacerbate community divisions rather than heal them.
Undoubtedly, some will be seduced by the promise of jobs, while others will organize to
oppose the project in favor of defending the ecosystem and traditional ways of life. There is
NO WAY to ensure that rezoning the Pickett Mountain property to allow metallic sulfide
mining will “preserve public safety, health, and general welfare,” instead it represents a
significant threat to those social, spiritual, and cultural bonds that we hold dear.
The vision articulated by the Maine Comprehensive Land Use Plan (1.2) is a good one. The
Land Use Planning Commission has the opportunity and duty to ensure that the jurisdiction
“will retain it's unique principal values and exemplify a sustainable pattern of land uses” while
meeting its “present and future needs” by “Retaining extensive forests, undeveloped
shorelines, remote woodland character, and a unique collection of natural and cultural
resources and values” and “Providing for a continuation of traditional ways of life, rural
communities, sustainable economic opportunities and outdoor recreation for the people of
Maine.”
I urge the Commissioners tasked with evaluating Wolfden's petition for re-zoning to
recognize their duty to adopt a Land Use Standard that shall “Protect public health by
reduction of noise, air pollution, water pollution and other environmental intrusions” (12
M.R.S.A., Section 685-A(3-B)). Approving Wolfden's petition would do the opposite. The
nature of the destruction caused by even the most “effective” and “responsible” industry
standards leaves no “Potential for future reclamation and beneficial use of the affected
area” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(2-c).
The Commissioners must acknowledge that there is substantial evidence that any shortterm, unevenly distributed economic gain that Wolfden's proposed mine might bring to
Maine, would be more than offset by the negative impacts to the health and general
welfare of Maine's natural and human communities. The Commissioners have an
obligation to deny Wolfden's petition based upon the substantial evidence that the
proposed change in districting would have undue adverse impact on existing uses and
resources and that a new district designation is less appropriate for the protection and
management of existing uses and resources within the affected area (01-672CHAPTER
12 Section 4 B(1-b).
Thank you for your commitment to Maine and the vision expressed in the CLUP,
Michael Reddy
Pembroke, Maine
Additional comment from Gail Williams:

Several years ago, the State of Maine was promised lots of jobs and ongoing revenue in
exchange for rights to water extraction by Poland Spring. Once that permission was given, it
could not be rescinded because of laws included in NAFTA and the WTO. Maine water is
being bottled in extremely wasteful and environmentally degrading plastic containers and
shipped all around the world. It is also lowering Maine's water table. And, now, those profits
are being absorbed by a foreign company with no ties to Maine. And who benefits? Not
Maine.
A similar outcome of destruction of our natural resources is guaranteed with allowing
destructive mining in Maine. In exchange for temporary short-term jobs, ongoing land and
water pollution, damage of essential wildlife habitat, and erosions of the social/economic
health of the peoples of that area and the rest of the state will proliferate as these mining
operations continue and expand.
Do YOU want to be held responsible for that long-term outcome for our state, for our children
and your children?
Thank you for considering all this. Please protect Maine's natural resources. They are what
differentiate Maine from most of the rest of the country.
Gail Williams
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Greetings:
I implore you to deny Wolfden LLC's petition for rezoning and I am including this
letter to you from Michael Reddy with which I am in complete agreement.
Following his letter is one more point which I added.
HelloI'm writing to both applaud the LUPC for their thorough review of ZP779, and to
urge the Commission to reject Wolfden LLC's petition for re-zoning outright. While
the February 4th Request for Additional Information, provides plenty of material to
sift through, and plenty of issues for Wolfden to address, the elephant in the room is
that it is impossible to assure that the "change in districting will have no undue
adverse impact on existing uses or resources" (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1b)) as the intrinsic risks are such that they cannot be “avoided, minimized, or
mitigated” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(3)) to an extent so as to be consistent
with the stated goals of the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (2010 CLUP Chapter
1.2).
Several concerns that jump right out, and I hope to highlight, are the reliance on
"industry standards" and “examples of effective developments” by SWCA, the
focus on Wolfden's financial capacity to carry out the project following MDEP's
Chapter 200 rules, the incompatibility of the sound and light standards set out
byDEP Chapter 375.10 and Commission Rules 01-672 Chapter 10, Section 10.25,
F, Noise and Lighting with regard to the the CLUP Chapter 1.2, Sections II(B),
II(G-L), and the failure of the petitioner to disclose the substantial risks to human
communities with regard to socio-economic impacts.
SWCA's third party review of the proposed Wolfden project, while identifying
concerns that need to be addressed, should be seen for what it is—a sophisticated
piece of pro-mining propaganda—purchased for this purpose by the petitioner.
According to SWCA's website(accessed 2/13/21), “Environmental regulation
and public scrutiny present unique challenges to the mining industry. ” SWCA's
expertise has been a powerful tool in helping mining companies secure approval...
We offer one-stop shopping for environmental services, strong relationships with

regulatory agencies, and in-depth knowledge of environmental laws and
regulations. Having provided permitting support for some of the nation's largest
mining operations” (emphasis added).
SWCA does not cite any such mining operations to prove their point, likely because
each of the projects that they have supported through the environmental permit
process has subsequently become a significant source of soil, water, and air
pollution. SWCA was hired to secure approval of Wolfden's project--to mitigate
environmental regulations and public scrutiny--not to prevent adverse impacts to the
natural resources of Maine.
It is important to look then at what SWCA considers appropriate “industry
standards” and “examples of effective developments of similar scale.” The two
projects they cite as such in their “third party” review are the Red Dog and Greens
Creek mines in Alaska. One could go into quite a bit of detail here, but suffice to
say Red Dog and Greens Creek have both caused significant “adverse impact[s] on
existing uses or resources”. In fact, according to the EPA's 2019 Toxic Release
Inventory, they are the two largest producers of toxic mining related waste in
Alaska. In 2019 Red Dog released at least 418,830 pounds of Mercury
compounds and 368,381,164 pounds of lead into the on-site environment,
while emitting over 137,865 metric tons of CO2 equivalent Green House Gases into
the atmosphere. Transportation spills and fugitive dust along the mine’s haul road
have resulted in metals pollution (lead, zinc and cadmium) on federal public lands
in Cape Krustenstern National Monument 50 miles away! In 2015, Greens Creek
released 1,400,244 pounds of Arsenic compounds on-site, while in 2019 it released
9,909 lbs of mercury compounds and 7,134,969 lbs of lead. These releases of toxins
prove the inadequacy of SWCA's “industry standards” and “effective
developments” with regard to “the protection and management of existing uses and
resources within the affected area” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b))
regardless of what those selling the technology claim.
In his 2016 testimony before DACF's Board of Environmental Protection Maine
State Geologist Robert Marvinney pointed to a different example of an industry
standard. He visited the Eagle Mine in Michigan because it was recognized as a
“modern metallic mineral mine... that is operating in an environmentally
responsible manner.” He reported to the DACF that his number one take-away from
the visit was “that mining of metallic sulfide minerals can be done responsibly in a
northern temperate climate.” Unfortunately, he failed to mention in his testimony
that in the year prior to his visit the Eagle Mine released 263,978 pounds of Toxic
Release Inventory chemicals into the environment including 9,704 pounds of lead.
The amount of lead released at the mine in 2019 grew to 41,009 pounds, while
their off-site processing mill released 5,600,110 pounds of carcinogenic nickel
compounds. He also failed to mention the myriad negative impacts the project has

had on the general welfare and traditional ways of life of the human communities
surrounding it. This is what the “experts” are calling responsible and effective!
SWCA's sub-contractor Linkan was slightly more honestnoting Wolfden's claim
that “The liner below and capping and closure of the TMF will prevent any leachate
from infiltrating into the groundwater below” is “a bold promise assuming industry
standards. Liners and caps are almost never perfect so it is probably more correct to
state that it will prevent significant infiltration.” Luckily, Michael Clark, Mining
Coordinator, Bureau of Land Resource's January 28th Memorandum makes it clear
that the petitioner's “reference to a "wet cap" design intended to discourage large
tree growth (i.e., prevent root intrusion into the cap) likely would not be a
permittable design under Chapter 200.” For 10 to 15 years of corporate bottom
lines, Wolfden's proposed tailings management facility would require monitoring
and maintenance in perpetuity to prevent large trees from growing in the area. As
the area in question is currently “entirely undeveloped and forested” by Wolfden's
own admission, their proposed use would intrinsically make future reclamation
impossible. There is NO WAY to adequately avoid, minimize, and mitigate the
adverse effects on Maine's environment other than to deny Wolfden's proposed
project.
Many of the concerns regarding re-zoning focus on whether or not Wolfden
Resources, LLC has the economic capacity to complete the project responsibly. I
believe this focus is both wrongheaded and dangerous. No amount of monetary
backing can assure that Wolfden's proposed project will not adversely affect
Maine's air, water, and living systems. And there is no cash settlement amount that
can make such environmental devastation a good deal for Maine. While the fact that
Wolfden admits that they need to raise $10-15 million just to complete their
feasibility study should raise eyebrows, the largest backer of Wolfden is Kinross
Gold with over $1  billion in available cash equivalents. As SWCA claims “The
involvement of a major mining company, Kinross Gold, which currently owns 9.6%
of Wolfden, can be considered a third-party endorsement of the project, and a
demonstration of the ability for management to attract interest from different
sources of finance.” While Kinross's investment may bolster Wolfden's claims of
financial capacity, it in NO WAY provides “substantial evidence” that the change in
districting would be “more appropriate for the protection and management of
existing uses and resources within the affected area” than its current classification
(01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)—the classification it had when Wolfden
purchased the property.
In fact, Kinross's involvement, and track record, make it easy to see the threat to
Maine's environment and communities that Wolfden's proposal presents. According
to the EPA, Kinross's Bald Mountain Mine in Nevada released at least 2,796,910
lbs of lead compounds, 249,902 lbs of mercury compounds, and 9,700 lbs of

cyanide compounds in 2019 alone. Likewise, their Round Mountain Mine/Smoky
Valley Mine released 1,300,014 lbs of arsenic compounds, 65,009 lbs of cyanide
compounds, and 936,802 lbs of lead compounds in 2019.Cost cutting measures at
their Buckhorn Mine in Colorado caused a discharge of 3 million gallons of
contaminated water containing 540 tons of toxic metals that polluted waterways in
Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico.
When confronted with lawsuits regarding illegal discharges of toxic materials,
human rights violations, fraud, and corruption Kinross has a demonstrable record of
not remediating the damages that their projects have been shown to cause. Instead
of funding effective prevention and true restoration, Kinross's vast resources are
leveraged to fight against their victims. They have fought in
court against the United States government, the Washington State government, the
Navajo Nation, and even the City of Austin Police Retirement system. They went so
far as to threaten to counter sue the EPA, and have even made the argument in court
that they have no legal obligations regarding permit violations for their whollyowned subsidiaries.
Are Kinross's deep pockets substantial evidence that Maine's resources won't be
adversely affected by Wolfden's proposed mining project? The answer is clearly no.
In fact, third-party financial backing is no assurance at all that there will not be
adverse impacts to Maine, nor that they can or will be redressed or remediated
should they occur.
In addition to pollution of ground and surface water, Wolfden's proposal would
create an insurmountable harm to the area's wildlife and natural communities in the
form of sound pollution. According to maps by the US Department of
Transportation and the National Parks Service the area under consideration for
rezoning is among the quietest locations in the eastern half of the United states with
regard to ambient noise. While Tech Environmental's report states that noise at
Pickett Mountain Pond will be 47dBA--below the threshold as set forth by MDEP
and therefore "will result in no undue adverse impacts to existing uses", this
analysis focuses only on direct human impact and ignores the well-documented
deleterious affects on wildlife at levels as low as 40 dBA. In fact, the National Park
Service reports, “Sound levels during peak periods in a high air traffic corridor in
the Yellowstone backcountry, for example, were elevated by up to 5 decibels. The
result is as much as a 70% reduction in the size of an area in which predators can
hear their prey.” As stated in Appendix B, Section B(3)(d) of the petition, "Wildlife
common to the Northwoods include deer, moose, bobcats, fishers, as well as a
number of small mammal species. Avian species including passerine birds,
accipiters and buteos, and piscivorous birds such as kingfishers and herons are also
common, as are waterfowl including ducks, geese, and loons." All of these animals,
as well as the unacknowledged Canada Lynx, eight species of bat, amphibians, fish,

and insects are far more sensitive to noise than humans. There is NO WAY to
introduce sound disturbances of the proposed magnitude without causing an
"adverse impact on existing uses" of the area by non-human life. The effect on
natural communities in turn affects humans' traditional ways of life and existing
uses--namely observing wildlife, and hunting, fishing, and trapping. As LUPC 01672 Chapter 10, Section 10.25, F, Noise and Lighting states, the sound standards for
D-PD are "As determined by the Commission.”
I therefore urge the Commissioners to consider the cascading effects of the sounds
produced by rock crushers, gen-sets, backfill plants and ventilation fans on the
invisible yet important resource of the natural soundscape when determining what
standards are necessary to assure that rezoning will be “more appropriate for the
protection and management of existing uses and resources within the affected area”
(01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b)).
Light pollution is another issue that affects the area's natural resources and existing
uses including star-gazing. As Henry Beston wrote in The Outermost House, "With
lights and ever more lights, we drive the holiness and beauty of night back to the
forests and the sea" (1928). The area being considered for re-zoning has the darkest
skies in the eastern half of the United States. Though often overlooked—the night
time sky is a natural resource whose conservation should be considered. Scientific
evidence suggests that artificial light at night has negative and deadly effects on
many creatures including amphibians, birds, mammals, insects and plants. As
theNational Park Service notes, "Light scattered through the atmosphere brightens
the night sky, causing stars and faint objects to be rendered invisible due to the
reduced contrast. Light pollution also prevents the human eye from fully darkadapting and reaching its maximum sensitivity. Sometimes, the more light there is
at night, the less we can see.”
How would Wolfden's light pollution affect the night time view from Moos
Lookout, or from Mt. Katahdin? Even if designed entirely with downward facing
lights, the reflected and ambient light introduced into the environment by Wolfden's
proposed project would intrinsically cause undue adverse impacts. In this regard
there is substantial evidence that the requested change in districting would be
contrary to the duty of the LUPC to provide “for a continuation of traditional ways
of life, rural communities, sustainable economic opportunities, and outdoor
recreation for the people of Maine” (2010 CLUP Chapter 1.2).
Finally, the socio-economic assessment laid out by Wolfden in their petition is
clearly inadequate. Rachel Bouvier did a commendable job of identifying some of
the data and analyses that are lacking. However, given the guiding principles of the
Commission include “to preserve public health, safety and general welfare” I
believe that even Rachel Bouvier overlooks some important considerations. As

others have noted:
The impact of mining on your community can be devastating. The more presence an
extractive company has in your community, the more disruptive it will be. If they
are allowed to explore in your territories, the likelihood of social disruption
dramatically increases. It may then take many years to re-build the social, cultural
and spiritual structures and bonds that were the community’s real wealth. Mining
companies often bring hundreds of single working men into the local community,
giving rise to serious social and health problems. Alcoholism, prostitution, sexual
assault, rape, and venereal diseases are unfortunately very common in and near
mining communities.... The community becomes impoverished as the cost of living
rises sharply due to high wages going to a small portion of the populace... Migration
and social disintegration destroy traditional safety nets, and women are especially
affected. When men work away from home, women are left to handle finances,
support the families, and manage the land. The stress on families often causes
domestic violence and marital breakups.
In addition to these generalities, several in-depth studies document the human rights
abuses at one of Kinross's other projects—notably Geocide, Ecocide, and Genocidal
Type Outcomes from Large-Scale Open Pit Mountaintop Gold Mining in the
Outskirts of Paracatu, Brazil, andSwept Aside: An Investigation into Human Rights
Abuse at Kinross Gold’s Morro do Ouro Mine.
I urge the Commissioners to fully examine these materials and ask themselves
whether this is an industry that fits in with our Comprehensive Land Use Plan. It
must also be noted that we are living in a hyper polarized time, and any additional
stressors, like a politicized large scale mining proposal, will likely exacerbate
community divisions rather than heal them. Undoubtedly, some will be seduced by
the promise of jobs, while others will organize to oppose the project in favor of
defending the ecosystem and traditional ways of life.
There is NO WAY to ensure that rezoning the Pickett Mountain property to allow
metallic sulfide mining will “preserve public safety, health, and general welfare,”
instead it represents a significant threat to those social, spiritual, and cultural bonds
that we hold dear.
The vision articulated by the Maine Comprehensive Land Use Plan (1.2) is a good
one. The Land Use Planning Commission has the opportunity and duty to ensure
that the jurisdiction “will retain it's unique principal values and exemplify a
sustainable pattern of land uses” while meeting its “present and future needs” by
“Retaining extensive forests, undeveloped shorelines, remote woodland character,
and a unique collection of natural and cultural resources and values” and “Providing
for a continuation of traditional ways of life, rural communities, sustainable
economic opportunities and outdoor recreation for the people of Maine.”

I urge the Commissioners tasked with evaluating Wolfden's petition for re-zoning to
recognize their duty to adopt a Land Use Standard that shall “Protect public health
by reduction of noise, air pollution, water pollution and other environmental
intrusions” (12 M.R.S.A., Section 685-A(3-B). Approving Wolfden's petition would
do the opposite. The nature of the destruction caused by even the most “effective”
and “responsible” industry standards leaves no “Potential for future reclamation and
beneficial use of the affected area” (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(2-c)). The
Commissioners must acknowledge that there is substantial evidence that any shortterm, unevenly distributed economic gain that Wolfden's proposed mine might
bring to Maine, would be more than offset by the negative impacts to the health and
general welfare of Maine's natural and human communities.
The Commissioners have an obligation to deny Wolfden's petition based upon the
substantial evidence that the proposed change in districting would have undue
adverse impact on existing uses and resources and that a new district designation
is inappropriate for the protection and management of existing uses and resources
within the affected area (01-672CHAPTER 12 Section 4 B(1-b).
Thank you for your commitment to Maine and the vision expressed in the CLUP,
Michael Reddy
Pembroke, Maine
Additional comment:
Several years ago, the State of Maine was promised lots of jobs and ongoing
revenue in exchange for rights to water extraction by Poland Spring. Once that
permission was given, it could not be rescinded because of laws included in
NAFTA and the WTO. Maine water is being bottled in extremely wasteful and
environmentally degrading plastic containers and shipped all around the world. It is
also lowering Maine's water table. And, now, those profits are being absorbed by a
foreign company with no ties to Maine. And who benefits? Not Maine.
A similar outcome of destruction of our natural resources is guaranteed with
allowing destructive mining in Maine. In exchange for temporary short-term jobs,
ongoing land and water pollution, damage of essential wildlife habitat, and erosions
of the social/economic health of the peoples of that area and the rest of the state will
proliferate as these mining operations continue and expand.
Do YOU want to be held responsible for that long-term outcome for our state, for
our children and your children?
Thank you for considering all this. Please protect Maine's natural resources. They
are what differentiate Maine from most of the rest of the country.

Tom Prescott
Camden, ME
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Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing to express my opposition to the Wolfden Mine rezoning proposal. All
information points to Wolfden being a fly-by-night operation that is likely to go bankrupt and
require Maine's taxpayers to clean up after it. This is the exact type of operation that Maine's
mining laws are designed to prevent from engaging in mining in Maine. The proposed site at
Pickett Mountain near beautiful Mt. Chase threatens significant conservation lands in Maine,
which I access as a resident and taxpayer, including the pristine west branch of the
Matawankeag, a designated essential habitat for endangered Atlantic salmon. A rezoning that
would allow siting a mine of this type only 25 miles from Katahdin would be a crime.
Sincerely,
Diane Fitzgerald
9 Cottons Knoll
Hiram, ME 04041
dianeshoshin@gmail.com
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Lindsay Newland Bowker
Hélène Piaget
dh@daiecon.net; gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au; Ligia Noronha; Carlos Risopatron - International Copper Study
Group; Jianbin Meng,International Lead & Zinc Study Group; Claudia.kamke@un.org; Stephen Barrie; Adam
Matthews; John Howchin; Pierre De Pasquale; Jennifer Rietbergen; Bill Williams;
Matthew.Clissitt@WillisTowersWatson.com
Re: New ESG report on Extractive Commodity Trading companies
Monday, March 08, 2021 11:40:06 AM
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Dear Hélène and All at Responsible Mining Foundation,
Thank you for this well designed, well researched, well presented examination of the "State of
World Mineral Production 2021" from an ESG perspective. With 25 companies and their
associated countries of headquarters, you have given us a sketch of the whole world.
As with all your other work to date, the bottom-line conclusion is unavoidably that the
industry and its amanuensis in companies and institutions that insure business interruption
and finance mineral production don't seem to recognize that their agreed and followed norms
of practice do not provide adequate levels of community of origin security and do not
evidence serious work towards fully achievable supply side reforms that can achieve adequate
ESG levels. worldwide by 2030.
As you know, all of our work at WMTF is premised on sound research by recognized world
leaders , two of whom are on our Board, David Humphreys and Gavin Mudd, that a green
mineral supply is attainable if that commitment is translated into action seeking better and
achievable outcomes from existing technology and greater levels of productivity and efficiency
in the supply chain.
Our work points with increasing clarity to host country licensing policies and oversight
competence are shaping and perpetuating this unsatisfactory status quo. As we say in our
Tailings Portfolio Risk Potential index:
" HOST COUNTRY Capacity and Competence   as determined by failure history in a context of
mineral production history ranges from a worst of .752 for the Philippines to a best score of
.0008 for Australia. We observe in the failure histories that a responsible
miner/operator can produce a safe mine regardless of regulatory capacity. However, a
poor regulatory framework cannot identify safety issues or correct them nor vet a mine
proposal on its economics and ESG feasibility .
With gratitude for your excellent and always insightful work,
Lindsay
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Drector

World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

From: Hélène Piaget <contact@responsibleminingfoundation.org>
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To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Subject: New ESG report on Extractive Commodity Trading companies
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The ESG Due Diligence and Transparency Report on
Extractive Commodity Trading
The trading of extractive commodities (oil and gas, metals and minerals) is of huge
importance, not only in maintaining global flows of these resources but also in providing
many resource-rich countries with critical revenues for their economic development. At the

same time, companies that trade extractive commodities are vulnerable to significant ESG
risks in their supply chains, particularly when sourcing or transporting material in conflictaffected or high-risk areas, or areas of weak governance.
To support industry-wide implementation of existing guidance on responsible sourcing and
public reporting, this report presents the findings of a pilot study on ESG due diligence and
transparency policies and practices among a sample of 25 companies in the extractive
commodity trading sector. The assessment, based on public domain data, covers four key
issues in extractive supply chains: Human Rights, Corporate Governance, Financial
Flows and the Environment.
The report’s detailed results and analyses, the learning practices that are highlighted, and
the interactive library of over 1,000 source documents that accompanies this report, offer
an opportunity to the whole sector to redouble efforts to take stronger action on these
critical issues.

Read the Report

Web Panel: Water Risks in the Mining Sector
Why they matter to business?

WEDNESDAY 17 MARCH
(on ZOOM)

07:00 UTC-3 (São Paulo) // 11:00 CET (Geneva) // 20:00 UTC+10 (Port Moresby)
Speakers:
Helena Taliberti and Vagner Diniz, Instituto Camila e Luiz Taliberti (Brazil)
Emmanuel Peni, Human Rights Defender & Project Sepik coordinator (PNG)
May Hermanus, Adjunct Professor, University of the Witwatersrand (South Africa)
Ambika Jindal, Lead Valuing Water Initiative, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (NL)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Leavenworth
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mining rezoning
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 9:24:35 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To whom it may concern:
Maine already has a superfund site in Blue Hill, that oozes toxins into the Bay. In my 5th through 9th grades I lived
in New Mexico and had some experience with dry downstream sites of abandoned metal mines. They were
invariable virtual dead zones, and would remain so for centuries, although we could find rattlesnakes in them
sometimes. It would be folly to permit this company to mine anywhere near the headwaters of any stream that
eventually empties into the Gulf of Maine--that is, any place in Maine. Let them mine in some backwater of
Canada--around Sudbury, for instance.
Regards,
Dr. William Burgess Leavenworth, Ph.D., retired environmental historian & mariner, Searsmont, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Corbin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
No Wolfden mine
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 9:24:46 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing in opposition to the rezoning request from Wolfden that would allow it to mine in
the Katahdin region. I believe this is a terrible idea and that this mine would severely damage
one of Maine's most treasured places. Wolfden has no experience in mining and it lacks the
resources, both technical and financial, it would need to build one. It is clear from the LUPC's
most recent letter to Wolfden seeking additional information regarding its ability to protect
water and other natural resources that Wolfden has not and cannot adequately address these
concerns. As such, Wolfden should not be allowed to move forward with this rezoning
petition. Please protect Maine's natural beauty and stop this dangerous proposal from moving
any further.
Thank you,
Kelly Corbin
-Ecological Landscape Consultant
Living Landscapes Maine
www.livinglandscapesmaine.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Turner
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden proposal
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 9:37:54 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To LUPC:
Thank you for trying to get more information from Wolfden regarding their proposal. Wolfden
clearly lacks the expertise or willingness to provide information. They are apparently not
capable of such an enterprise and their proposal should be denied.
We cannot place the future of this region and its pristine environment to such an organization.
Once spoiled, this priceless resource cannot be renewed. Our air, land and waters are too
precious. Please safeguard all the benefits that this natural area gives us all.
Thank you.

Best Regards,
Scott Turner
(207) 321.9963

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Zabik
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
opposition to Wolfden’s rezoning application
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 9:46:26 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I have serious concerns about Wolfden's proposed metal mine. From my understanding this
company has not adequately provided information as to how this mine would provide more
benefits than harm to this region of Maine. Until they can clearly indicate how they will
accomplish this, I support not granting approval to their rezoning application.
Jeff Zabik
21 Bridge Street, Apt A
Topsham, ME 04086

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Josh Jackson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Say no to Wolfden
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 10:31:24 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Commissioner Beal and members of the Land Use Planning Commission:
I cannot for the life of me understand why anybody should be allowed to rezone land in the
Maine woods -- particularly in the Katahdin region -- to mine metal for the profit of a few and
the expense of all of us Mainers in the form of loss or damage to our natural resources and, in
the long-term, in the loss of tourist dollars directed to some other place where legislators have
been sensible enough to keep mines out of sacred and extremely valuable wild lands that are
lush with life.
If there were any entity deserving of undertaking an endeavor like this -- a notion which,
admittedly, I reject on its premise, considering the stakes involved and the very limited
number of people with anything to gain -- Wolfden is certainly not that entity. Throughout this
process, Wolfden has been duplicitous, reticent, and insufficiently respectful of a body that
exists to guarantee the safety and wellbeing of Maine's ecosystems and people. That attitude is
not becoming in anybody, much less in representatives of a corporation that has never
demonstrated the capability of developing a mine anywhere, to any standards.
Any proposed rezoning for development in Maine's precious land must be heavily scrutinized,
and this one just doesn't hold up. It's a garbage petition. Chuck it out. Tell Wolfden to prey on
somebody else.
Sincerely,
Joshua W. Jackson
38 Bradley Street,
Portland, ME 04102
323-868-3142

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Cahill Davis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Oppose
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 11:38:30 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good morning,
I strongly oppose the Wolfden Rezoning proposal for the Katahdin region. I believe it will be devastating to one of
Maine’s most beautiful areas.
Thank you.
Jeanne Davis
Damariscotta, ME

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bwells@oakleafs.com
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Opposition to Rezoning for Wolfden Mining Proposal
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 11:48:55 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
My wife Pamela Wells and I are both opposed to any kind of mining development or rezoning in
Maine, period. But especially not in the Katahdin Region. We cannot imagine anything worse than
the extraction of minerals from the ground in the area where nature will be so severely impacted.
You know there will be floods and heavy rains that will eventually, breach any kind of containment
they put in place and this will severely damage the fisheries and waterways of the great northern
Maine wilderness. We all depend on this water for our economy with tourism and for our safe
drinking. Please do not approve a development that is intended to extract profit under a narrowminded project with lip service to the severity of the impact risks.
Remember, the uncertainty will be our downfall, because in 10 years, when you look back and say
“if we only knew then what we know now….”, It will be too late.
Thank you
Pamela Wells
Bryan Wells
Old Town, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Edwards
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden Mining Proposal
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 11:50:45 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Please do not allow the destruction of our environment. Do not allow Maine to become like almost
every other defaced and degraded state. We live in Maine because of our (mostly) pristine ecology.
If you want to see scarred and degraded land, go live in some other crap state.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

william owens
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden rezoning
Tuesday, March 16, 2021 12:08:59 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear LUPC staff;
In following the procedings so far it is apparent to me and hopefully to you as well that the Wolfden corporation is
neither in the position to provide full and accurate information let alone accomplish what almost no other mining
operation has done, ie to safely and environmentally responsibly undertake this operation. This is all the more
apparent with their lack of experience, having never done it before, and their equally deficient lack of transparency.
Tony Owens
19 Sea View Avenue
Cape Elizabeth
ME 04107

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lindsay Newland Bowker
Beyer, Stacie R; Loyzim, Melanie
Marvinney, Robert G.; Tartakoff, Daniel
Image: Dry Stack State of the Art
Wednesday, March 17, 2021 8:33:45 AM
image.png

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Wasn't sure if you folk had a library of images of dry stack tailings. This one is for Newmonts
Eleonore mine in Quebec

For this kind of proximity to a wetland and tidal waters it is the safest engineered above
ground storage. ( though I don't approve of Maine's reliance on its dry stack only
underground mining only statutory provisions to guarantee safe mines and safe tailings.)
Depending on the nature of the tailings material and settings, there are many "dry stack"
variations in appearance. It might be a good idea to organize a collection of some examples of
dry stack in climate and geography similar to ours and to hire someone like Dirk Van Zyl, Andy
Robertson ( who invented dry stack) and who actually knows Maine ( he did the early work at
Bald Mountain for Black Hawk) to do a briefing by zoom with Q&A for legislators, agency
officials and the public. ( no reason all couldn't listen in and submit their questions va the
moderator).
I think it would really help you all understand the gaps and inefficiencies on our NRCM crafted
law and regulations but more importantly to understand what it is that's being regulated
and when in the process from early exploration to closure information is developed and
when decisions can be made on the best tailings management plan for a given site. To do
any meaningful siting and design work the information from advanced explorations is
needed. Advanced exploration informs the mine plan.
Unfortunately, what we have in place as a legal framework knows nothing about the activity
of developing a mine from early explorations through closure. I admire the current applicants

grace and patience given their investment and difficulties now trying advance a normal mine
development next step through our wierd framework.
There are certain principles of "best practice" at any stage of mine development that don't
require site specific information. For example the current applicants intended use of 50% of
tailings ( the maximum usually suitable) for backfill in the underground workings to help
prevent against subsidence or flooding.
Time and again, for many years, I have urged that the State retain an expert panel to advise
and guide both desperately needed reform of Maine's wacky statute and what to do about
our present situation of a miner in good faith doing what comes next iin any mine
development and trying to navigate a legal system out of whack with that.
....just sayin'
Here by the way is my most recent work on tailings risk management. The incompetence of
licensing and regulatory oversight is a major factor in catastrophic failure.
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Brazil-Peru-USA-ANDCANADA-1.pdf
L
.  

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

DIRECTORY OF LINKS TO WMTF MAJOR WORKS
State of World Mine Tailings Portfolio 2020 www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
Estimate of World TSF Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/estimate-of-worldtailings-portfolio-2020/
World Distribution by Hazard Potential https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/hazard-potentialin-world-portfolio/
Operational Status Distribution World Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/1529-2/
In the Dark Shadow of the Supercycle Tailings Failure Risk & Public Liability Reach All Time Highs
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3298/4/4/75

The Risk Public Liability and Economics of Tailings Facility Failures ( 2015)
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BowkerChambers-RiskPublicLiability-EconomicsofTailingsStorageFacilityFailures23Jul15.pdf

ACOE Portfolio Analysis https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/ACOE-USA-TSF-Analysis-10-222019-1.pdf

Brumadinho Engineering History   https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/corrego-do-feijaotailings-failure-1-25-2019/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Brewer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Oppose Rezoning
Thursday, March 18, 2021 3:28:13 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I oppose any rezoning of land to accommodate Wolfden's desire to build a metal mine. There’s no place for
a polluting mine in the Katahdin region.
Thank you

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire Schaffer
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Opposition to Wolfden mine near Baxter
Sunday, March 21, 2021 1:55:17 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hello Land Use Planning Commission,
My name is Claire and I was just writing to express my concern about the proposed Wolfden mine north of Baxter
and Katahdin Woods and Waters.
My friends and I have enjoyed to opportunity to recreate in both Baxter and in the Katahdin Woods and Waters
National Monument over the years. There, we have been able to enjoy the quietness, the cleanness of the
environment, the stars, and the wildlife that are so difficult to find in so many other places. Katahdin and its
surrounding pristine wilderness is such a quintessential icon of Maine, and represents Maine values of ruggedness,
connectedness to the surrounding forest, and a respect for the earth.
The park also provides unfragmented habitat for so much of Maine’s wildlife, something that will become
increasingly essential for preserving biodiversity as climate change continues to threaten our delicate ecosystems in
the coming decades. Many species can only survive in large areas of contiguous wilderness and this mine would add
stress to populations that are already relegated to smaller and smaller regions and introduce water pollution to the
KWW land.
I implore you to recognize how much the people of Maine value and cherish our natural places and act against the
pollution and degredation of our beautiful state.
All the best,
Claire

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Knight
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Metal mining
Thursday, March 25, 2021 3:29:14 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear LUPC,
I am strongly opposed to any metal mining in the area near Mt. Chase.
I have watched multi-year efforts to clean up horrible waste tailings at mines in Blue Hill,
where I used to live, and in Brooksville where I currently live. These efforts, largely funded
with super fund money are at best a mitigation of a very bad situation. We should not be
considering any metal mining in Maine and especially not in an area like this where serious
stream and groundwater pollution would probably occur.
Thank you for considering my objections.
Robert W. Knight AIA
Robert Knight AIA, Principal | Knight Architect LLC
bob@knightarchitect.com | 207-326-9345

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mail service team
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mine
Thursday, March 25, 2021 5:22:24 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Do not allow this mine. Bad for our state.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret McGinnis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Metal Mine Near Baxter Park
Sunday, March 28, 2021 1:04:06 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am writing to oppose plans to rezone 600 acres near Baxter State Park for a metal mine by
Wolfden Resources.   This would be a terrible industry near this park which I have visited.  
Baxter is true wilderness and this mine would negatively affect wildlife as well as the
Penobscot River.   It seems that it is always foreign companies that want to come into Maine
and destroy it with mines or logging proposals.   I urge you to reject their application for this
mine.
Thank you.
M McGinnis

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Newland Bowker
acohen@mncenter.org
Paula Maccabee,Esq.; Aaron Klemz; Tilak Ginige; Tartakoff, Daniel; Loyzim, Melanie; Beyer, Stacie R;
jkrill@earthworksaction.org; Seal, Robert R
Glad To See Your Focus on State Law
Saturday, April 10, 2021 10:13:45 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Ann,
I was very glad to see your article in the Duluth News Tribune critiquing and comparing
Minnesota's environmental law as it applies to mining. There is no question that the
considerable accumulation of existing risk in US mine sites accrues primarily to profound
gaps in mineral resource/mineral development law and policy at the level of licensing
authority, the state level. A responsible miner can design and build a responsible mine
regardless of defects in law and policy but without mining economics, geochemistry,
geotechnics and a host of other specialized dimensions of mine planning and management
built into law and policy ,a state has no capacity to evaluate proponents, projects or practices
or effect timey corrections when risk is growing to critical levels..
Maine's Law, by the way, is no model for anything. It is terrible, in fact and actually
allows groundwater contamination on site and avoids with determination by its NGO
authors the entire issue of state competence in mineral development oversight. Maine
doesn't even have the capacity to assess whether its ores are competitive in world markets
setting up a welcoming environment for pure speculation and carpetbaggers. ( Maine has no
significant mineral endowment) Slapping popular NGO advocacies like banning upstream
TSF's, open pit mining, wet tailings, and demands for worst case scenario cash up front is
neither wisdom nor responsible law. It is certainly no way to build de novo mining law as
Maine has done.
National Law, unless it also national licensing and regulatory authority which States would
never allow, cannot pick up the slack because it can address only what is "federal". Long ago,
when the USA didn't see self-supply as the most viable mineral sourcing anymore, the USA
gave up its excellent Bureau of Mines.
I have been in public policy at a very high level in NYC and nationally on some very complex
issues over my 50-year career, but mining is the most complex and difficult public policy arena
I have ever engaged. It's very hard to anchor in traditions of US law or even common law. and
clearly environmental law alone offer no wholeness to a legal or regulatory framework that
can see a worthy mine project from mineral assessment to closure while also offering
adequate and achievable levels of host community security and protection.

Australia's national laws and the local licensing framework of Western Australia is the best
model on the face of the earth. The success of that model is apparent in actuarial
comparisons of mineral production and failure history. NRCAN ( Natural Resources of Canada)
at one time in the Camelot of mine law and regulation had a wonderful system of informing
law and regulation at the provincial level from science and mining field experience. In its
Camelot glow of its hay day under Bill Price, it was proof that meaningful and effective
continuity between national and local law on mining can be achieved. What's left of that puts
Canada well ahead of the USA in actuarial terms. The ACOE does just the opposite justifying
bad practice for the sake of commerce in areas impacting host state environmental
security. Chile has a good private public partnership model that is also actuarially proven.
I have looked comparatively at United States state laws and find none comparable in quality to
Western Australia .I don't even see any "honorable mentions". Florida with its Phosphate
ponds and the South West with its cluster of existing high risk tailings facilities and bizarre
mining accommodations in statute like the Copper Law illustrate just how ineffective Federal
law is in offering meaningful level of encouragement and support for responsible mines and
safe host communities.
All mine development is reliant on either pawn shop debt supporting marginal mine operators
like Imperial Metals
or large international global financing cartels who set requirements specifically at odds with
accountability to environmental and community security. I refer you to Tilak Ginige's accont
of the "simgle Market" negotiations wherein the decision to not hold operators accountable
for catastrophe's was explicit and deliberate to shield operators from uninsurable and huge
liabilities. That is implicit in all mining law.
WMTF says that the old model of world mineral supply is not necessary and the
assumptions which have held it up for thousands of years are no longer applicable, needed
or viable. Both responsible mining and responsible governnace are attainable. We just
haven't made much headway yet on realizing or even tryin that in law and public policy. As
your article rightly asserts, the competence of license issuing authority is the entire key to
responsible mining and safe communities.
We have a peculiar Maine saying from an old Burt and I joke, "You can't get theyah from heah"
The ascension to responsible mining and responsible mineral production can't be attained
with patch ups to existing law with bans and prohibitions and "prove it" standards. I was
hoping Maine, not having a burden of existing mining interests, might pave the way and be a
model for that.
Instead, it wrote a truly ridiculous law of popular NGO tropes and advocacies with a giant
concession on allowed groundwater pollution (effectively allowing what is allowed inn the

Copper Law). It is a bunch of skulls on sticks on the beach expected to ward off any mining
interest rather than establish a sound rational framework from first exploration to closure.
We are very lucky that the first Miner through the door isn't a carpet bagger but a serious,
responsible workmanlike junior miner . Tough sledding for them so far.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

DIRECTORY OF LINKS TO WMTF MAJOR WORKS
High Potential Risk In Nearly 1/3 of Active High Hazard Potential Tailings Facilities BRAZIL PERU
USA and CANADA March 2021
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Brazil-Peru-USA-ANDCANADA-1.pdf
State of World Mine Tailings Portfolio 2020 www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
Estimate of World TSF Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/estimate-of-worldtailings-portfolio-2020/
World Distribution by Hazard Potential https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/hazard-potentialin-world-portfolio/
Operational Status Distribution World Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/1529-2/
In the Dark Shadow of the Supercycle Tailings Failure Risk & Public Liability Reach All Time Highs
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3298/4/4/75
The Risk Public Liability and Economics of Tailings Facility Failures ( 2015)
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BowkerChambers-RiskPublicLiability-EconomicsofTailingsStorageFacilityFailures23Jul15.pdf

ACOE Portfolio Analysis https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/ACOE-USA-TSF-Analysis-10-222019-1.pdf

Brumadinho Engineering History   https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/corrego-do-feijaotailings-failure-1-25-2019/

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Newland Bowker
acohen@mncenter.org
Paula Maccabee,Esq.; Aaron Klemz; Tilak Ginige; Tartakoff, Daniel; Loyzim, Melanie; Beyer, Stacie R;
jkrill@earthworksaction.org; Seal, Robert R; Beth Ahearn
Re: Glad To See Your Focus on State Law
Saturday, April 10, 2021 6:50:17 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Here is our take on the forensics of catastrophic failure and the mechanisms of law and policy
which are effective in preventing a "local sacrifice zone". The, as adopted, MaIne statute
would score at even higher potential risk. It was a behind closed door last minute negotiation
betwen NRCM and mining interests on which there was no opportunity for public review and
comment.
I have to look up my files. I don't recall Montana as exemplary in any regard. Michigan scored
better.
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mie Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker
Sent: Saturday, April 10, 2021 2:11 AM
To: acohen@mncenter.org <acohen@mncenter.org>
Cc: Paula Maccabee,Esq. <pmaccabee@justchangelaw.com>; Aaron Klemz
<aklemz@mncenter.org>; Tilak Ginige <tginige@bournemouth.ac.uk>; Tartakoff, Daniel
<Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>; Beyer,
Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; jkrill@earthworksaction.org <jkrill@earthworksaction.org>;
Seal, Robert R <rseal@usgs.gov>
Subject: Glad To See Your Focus on State Law

Dear Ann,
I was very glad to see your article in the Duluth News Tribune critiquing and comparing
Minnesota's environmental law as it applies to mining. There is no question that the
considerable accumulation of existing risk in US mine sites accrues primarily to profound
gaps in mineral resource/mineral development law and policy at the level of licensing
authority, the state level. A responsible miner can design and build a responsible mine
regardless of defects in law and policy but without mining economics, geochemistry,
geotechnics and a host of other specialized dimensions of mine planning and management
built into law and policy ,a state has no capacity to evaluate proponents, projects or practices

or effect timey corrections when risk is growing to critical levels..
Maine's Law, by the way, is no model for anything. It is terrible, in fact and actually
allows groundwater contamination on site and avoids with determination by its NGO
authors the entire issue of state competence in mineral development oversight. Maine
doesn't even have the capacity to assess whether its ores are competitive in world markets
setting up a welcoming environment for pure speculation and carpetbaggers. ( Maine has no
significant mineral endowment) Slapping popular NGO advocacies like banning upstream
TSF's, open pit mining, wet tailings, and demands for worst case scenario cash up front is
neither wisdom nor responsible law. It is certainly no way to build de novo mining law as
Maine has done.
National Law, unless it also national licensing and regulatory authority which States would
never allow, cannot pick up the slack because it can address only what is "federal". Long ago,
when the USA didn't see self-supply as the most viable mineral sourcing anymore, the USA
gave up its excellent Bureau of Mines.
I have been in public policy at a very high level in NYC and nationally on some very complex
issues over my 50-year career, but mining is the most complex and difficult public policy arena
I have ever engaged. It's very hard to anchor in traditions of US law or even common law. and
clearly environmental law alone offer no wholeness to a legal or regulatory framework that
can see a worthy mine project from mineral assessment to closure while also offering
adequate and achievable levels of host community security and protection.
Australia's national laws and the local licensing framework of Western Australia is the best
model on the face of the earth. The success of that model is apparent in actuarial
comparisons of mineral production and failure history. NRCAN ( Natural Resources of Canada)
at one time in the Camelot of mine law and regulation had a wonderful system of informing
law and regulation at the provincial level from science and mining field experience. In its
Camelot glow of its hay day under Bill Price, it was proof that meaningful and effective
continuity between national and local law on mining can be achieved. What's left of that puts
Canada well ahead of the USA in actuarial terms. The ACOE does just the opposite justifying
bad practice for the sake of commerce in areas impacting host state environmental
security. Chile has a good private public partnership model that is also actuarially proven.
I have looked comparatively at United States state laws and find none comparable in quality to
Western Australia .I don't even see any "honorable mentions". Florida with its Phosphate
ponds and the South West with its cluster of existing high risk tailings facilities and bizarre
mining accommodations in statute like the Copper Law illustrate just how ineffective Federal
law is in offering meaningful level of encouragement and support for responsible mines and
safe host communities.

All mine development is reliant on either pawn shop debt supporting marginal mine operators
like Imperial Metals
or large international global financing cartels who set requirements specifically at odds with
accountability to environmental and community security. I refer you to Tilak Ginige's accont
of the "simgle Market" negotiations wherein the decision to not hold operators accountable
for catastrophe's was explicit and deliberate to shield operators from uninsurable and huge
liabilities. That is implicit in all mining law.
WMTF says that the old model of world mineral supply is not necessary and the
assumptions which have held it up for thousands of years are no longer applicable, needed
or viable. Both responsible mining and responsible governnace are attainable. We just
haven't made much headway yet on realizing or even tryin that in law and public policy. As
your article rightly asserts, the competence of license issuing authority is the entire key to
responsible mining and safe communities.
We have a peculiar Maine saying from an old Burt and I joke, "You can't get theyah from heah"
The ascension to responsible mining and responsible mineral production can't be attained
with patch ups to existing law with bans and prohibitions and "prove it" standards. I was
hoping Maine, not having a burden of existing mining interests, might pave the way and be a
model for that.
Instead, it wrote a truly ridiculous law of popular NGO tropes and advocacies with a giant
concession on allowed groundwater pollution (effectively allowing what is allowed inn the
Copper Law). It is a bunch of skulls on sticks on the beach expected to ward off any mining
interest rather than establish a sound rational framework from first exploration to closure.
We are very lucky that the first Miner through the door isn't a carpet bagger but a serious,
responsible workmanlike junior miner . Tough sledding for them so far.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

DIRECTORY OF LINKS TO WMTF MAJOR WORKS
High Potential Risk In Nearly 1/3 of Active High Hazard Potential Tailings Facilities BRAZIL PERU
USA and CANADA March 2021
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Brazil-Peru-USA-AND-

CANADA-1.pdf
State of World Mine Tailings Portfolio 2020 www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
Estimate of World TSF Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/estimate-of-worldtailings-portfolio-2020/
World Distribution by Hazard Potential https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/hazard-potentialin-world-portfolio/
Operational Status Distribution World Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/1529-2/
In the Dark Shadow of the Supercycle Tailings Failure Risk & Public Liability Reach All Time Highs
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3298/4/4/75
The Risk Public Liability and Economics of Tailings Facility Failures ( 2015)
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BowkerChambers-RiskPublicLiability-EconomicsofTailingsStorageFacilityFailures23Jul15.pdf

ACOE Portfolio Analysis https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/ACOE-USA-TSF-Analysis-10-222019-1.pdf

Brumadinho Engineering History   https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/corrego-do-feijaotailings-failure-1-25-2019/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Severine von Tscharner Fleming
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning; Tafari Fynn
As a matter of public record
Sunday, April 11, 2021 10:32:12 AM
Maine,Map.Potential.Metallic Mines..2015.pdf

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Wolfden Rezoning comission
I am writing again in concern about the Proposed Pickett mine. I had written a few weeks ago
bringing to your attention the recent correspondence from the Maine state geologist writing to
me ON BEHALF of a Canadian mine company. My letter was rejected because it “ did not
relate to Mt. Pickett” But indeed it does relate to Mt. Pickett precisely because the same
company is involved and a member of the committee is involved. Why did the Maine State
Geologist feel the need to reach out to a private citizen on behalf of a mining company without
a permit to operate in the state, a mining company that had not yet proven to the public that
they
I include this correspondence to put it on the public record— I am shocked by this state
employee trying to lobby for a foreign company by trying to trick a small non profit with
language about education in the public interest and sustainable energy.
If these ores contain important information to see what the environmental hazards are - - can
we please take those samples so that we can establish the chemical hazards that are being
proposed in one of the most important coastal fisheries in the state of Maine? And in the
Penobscot watershed!
Here is the letter I received:
Dear Ms. Fleming,
Geologists from Wolfden have contacted me regarding the imminent disposal of mineral exploration
drill core in Pembroke. I understand why you may wish to proceed with disposal, but I hope you will
consider some reasons to preserve these cores and donate them to the state.
1. The Maine Geological Survey maintains a small repository of drill core, mostly donated by
exploration companies. This collection has proven invaluable to understanding the nature of
Maine’s bedrock geology, since so little of the rock is exposed at the surface.
2. Our collections include only one set of cores from an actual mineral deposit, Mount Chase.
Cores from another mineralized deposit will help us better understand the geologic setting of
mineralized zones and how the mineralized rock interacts with the biosphere.
3. I worked with colleagues from the USGS a few years ago to catalog and preserve the Mount
Chase cores, as they were threatened with disposal. Had I known the status of the Pembroke
cores then, I would have pursued them as well.   
4. Should a mining project ever be proposed in the area, these cores may allow independent,
verifiable analysis by state regulators of potential environmental consequences of mining.

5. The mineral needs of modern society change with time. When these cores were collected,
few were looking for germanium, lithium, or other metals that are essential to the conversion
to renewable energy systems. EVs, solar panels, and wind turbines all require new sources of
these minerals.
6. The cores in the Maine Geological Survey will be open for examination by all, allowing
students an unprecedented opportunity to understand mineral systems. Just to be clear, they
would also be available for examination by mineral exploration companies.
I will be happy to discuss this with you at any time.
Sincerely,
Robert G. Marvinney, Ph.D.
State Geologist, Maine Geological Survey
Director, Bureau of Resource Information and Land Use Planning
Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation, and Forestry
93 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333
Direct line: 207-287-2804
Main line: 207-287-2801
Cell: 207-592-0383
robert.g.marvinney@maine.gov

http://www.maine.gov/dacf/mgs/index.shtml

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris McDonald
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
jobs
Monday, April 12, 2021 11:49:05 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

My name is Chris McDonald and I live in Millinocket Maine. I've living in Maine my entire
life. With the closing of the mills here in Millinocket our area is in dyer need of jobs. If
Wolfden can meet the strict standards I am in complete support of them.
Thank you!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mike cushing
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mining Project In T-6 R-6 of Maine
Monday, April 12, 2021 1:38:14 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am a lifelong resident in Maine. I am also a strong advocate for our state's environment,
wildlife, economy and "way of life". I am confident the project proposed by Wolfden Zoning
for T6 R6 will be safely operated in a manner protects the environment, as well as provide
desperately need good paying job. I support it 100%.
Sincerely
Michael Cushing
435 Farmington Falls Rd
Farmington, ME 04938
(207)491-8094

From:
To:
Date:

John Cornett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Monday, April 12, 2021 1:54:43 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am a Maine resident and I am for the environment and jobs. The project is needed in this
part of our state! Please make it happen.
Thanks,
John Cornett

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Brennan
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mining
Monday, April 12, 2021 3:35:40 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I understand that the Wolfden Mining Company is looking at a project in the Patten area. That would be great for
economic development. With proper state regulation, its a winner.
Bob Brennan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deron Smith
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 9:48:25 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi
I am emailing to offer my support of the Pickett Mountain mining project. I am a Maine resident and
we need to find a balance between taking care of our beautiful land and supporting our jobs. This
project is badly needed and will help our state in a time when we need all the help we can get.
Thank you!
Deron

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michael pina
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mining Project
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 11:37:40 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To whom it may concern,
I am a Maine resident who has been around the Patten area. I myself reside in a rural area of Maine, I appreciate and
understand the importance of respecting the environment and creating jobs in rural areas. This project would bring
much needed economic growth for the Patten area while still following all guidelines set forth by the State of Maine.
Thank you,
Michael Pina
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DeLaite Films
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
LUPC
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 12:12:16 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
The legislature passed the most stringent mining laws in the country. This area needs these jobs this is something we
need for northern Penobscot County.
Devin DeLaite

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Speed
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
In favor of Wolfden Project - Pickett Mountain
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 12:54:00 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To Decision Makers at LURC,
As a lifelong Maine resident, railroad employee, and avid outdoorsman, I have been following
this project with interest and concern. After considerable reading, I would like to voice my
support for this project. I think the mining operation can be done safely, in an environmentally
conscious way, and provide some well needed jobs in this area. I have been monitoring news
about this company and have found nothing to convince me that they don't operate in a safe
manner that is consistent with my environmental priorities. Please support the request for
rezoning.
Thank you,
Jim Speed
Bangor, ME

From:
To:
Date:

Amie Dooley
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 6:35:45 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
I am a Maine resident and I am for the environment and jobs. This project is needed in this part of our state.
Amie Dooley

Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Newland Bowker
acohen@mncenter.org
Paula Maccabee,Esq.; Aaron Klemz; Tilak Ginige; Tartakoff, Daniel; Loyzim, Melanie; Beyer, Stacie R;
jkrill@earthworksaction.org; Seal, Robert R; Beth Ahearn
More On Natural Resources Council Of Maine"s Betrayal of Maine People, Lands & Waters
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 11:06:52 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Ann & All
Organizing materials and brokering introductions for a young Alaskan film crew coming here
for their documentary on mining , I happened to stumble on a beautiful law LD750 written by
Maine Legislator ( and scientist) Ralph Chapman who also sat on the Landuse committee for
Maine Vast Territories without formal local governance. LD750 was the culmination of 5 years
of work by the people in mining affected communities and had widespread legislative and
popular support. We had done numerous tv and radio segments on it and LD750 was widely
known by that legisilative reference.
The Natural Resources Council of Maine and the entire Maine coalition of environmental
NGO's refused to join in the people's call for a "kill" on the attempt by Environmental
Committee chair to strip out all contents of Ralph Chapmans eloquent bill ( which also called
for a moratorium until regulations and law review could be done by experts). NRCM's and the
NGO coalition bill LD820 was further modified behind closed doors in which all in Maine who
had worked diligently for 5 years for a responsible mining risk centered law had no
opportunity for comment or review. NRCM's shocking betrayal allowed groundwater
pollution and allowed use of any lake or steam other than those listed by NRCM. It sold
Maine short on mining impacts from laws in effect for years that afforded equal protection
of ground and surface waters for all human activity.
I have been involved in law and regulation in many different public interest areas ( state, local
national) as a regulator, author, reviewer. Maine's Site Location of Development Law is one of
the finest laws I have ever seen anywhere at any level. Maine's NGO written statute
exempted mining from these universal protections. Construction of a hospital, a school, a train
station , is subject to more stringent environmental requirements than a sulfide mine, thanks
to NRCM.
The NGO mining agenda is not the voice of the people, the voice of mining affected
community. It is the voice only of its own often misinformed agenda serving continuation
of its own existence. In the case of mining that agenda is a set of over simplified
prohibitions that have nothing to go with the foundations of wise law and regulation. This
agenda summarized in Safety First will not help the hundreds of thousands who have
already suffered the effects of defective law in mining and what I estimate to be 1,500

presently mining-at-risk communities worldwide.
I had a quick review of Minnesota's Law. I like that there is a specific requirement for
reporting all safety/stability incidents to a mining specific body with legal mandates for
inspection and periodic re review of mine licenses. Every licensing law should have that. We
don't have tha in Maine. The NGO "agenda" doesn't call for that.
In Maine we had a statewide cadre of scientists, educators, legislators, citizens, attorneys in
mining affected communities who stuck with trying to get it right over more than 5 years.
NRCM, instead of listening organized its own coalition of NGOs, all registered lobbyists, who
spoke against, rather than supporting the wisdom of Maine's existing law and the wisdom of
its people in mining affected communities( by ignoring it and offering only their own wrong
poorly informed agenda).
Ralph Chapman happens to have represented the district where the Callahan superfund site
is, by the way.
I apologize that I could not immediately lay my hands on Ralph Chapman's eleoquen and wise
LD750 bu will forward when I find it because all who care about the safety of mining affected
communities shoud see it and emulate it.
I believe that it is possible to write wise and effective law and regulation for even the most
complex areas where "good conduct" has failed necessitating law and regulation. It is never
as good as good conduct in accordance with common law or almost universal laws of tribal
governance. Mining is a particular challenge because it doesn't fit what has governed most
models of public private partnership on "essential services" . My 7 years of mining exclusive
research and analysis and information development has shown that responsible mining and
community of origin protection are attainable in terms of available mineral resources and
existing technology. There is plenty of room in avaiable world minerals for the insiutio of "no
go zones"which assert portectio above rmineral reardless of qulaity or world scarcity.NGO's
just haven't taken that route in their approach to "solutions".
Without NGO's documenting the consequence of prevailing conduct that violates the public
interest in its environmental and human impacts, we would not have evolved the standards
we now have for lead , asbestos, uranium,and other toxic and hazardous releases and
exposures. We wouln't have the documentation on consequence of mine failures and the
inadequacies of licensing law and prevailing practice that have finally brought then need for
major reform front and center. We need NGO's to continue this work of authentically
documenting the consequence of gaps in law. We need NGO's to inform mining affected
communities about potential risk and consequence from mining and helping them to become
effective advocates in their own communities.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Sent: Saturday, April 10, 2021 10:48 AM
To: acohen@mncenter.org <acohen@mncenter.org>
Cc: Paula Maccabee,Esq. <pmaccabee@justchangelaw.com>; Aaron Klemz
<aklemz@mncenter.org>; Tilak Ginige <tginige@bournemouth.ac.uk>; Tartakoff, Daniel
<Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>; Beyer,
Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; jkrill@earthworksaction.org <jkrill@earthworksaction.org>;
Seal, Robert R <rseal@usgs.gov>; Beth Ahearn <beth@protectmaine.org>
Subject: Re: Glad To See Your Focus on State Law

Here is our take on the forensics of catastrophic failure and the mechanisms of law and policy
which are effective in preventing a "local sacrifice zone". The, as adopted, MaIne statute
would score at even higher potential risk. It was a behind closed door last minute negotiation
betwen NRCM and mining interests on which there was no opportunity for public review and
comment.
I have to look up my files. I don't recall Montana as exemplary in any regard. Michigan scored
better.
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mie Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker
Sent: Saturday, April 10, 2021 2:11 AM
To: acohen@mncenter.org <acohen@mncenter.org>
Cc: Paula Maccabee,Esq. <pmaccabee@justchangelaw.com>; Aaron Klemz
<aklemz@mncenter.org>; Tilak Ginige <tginige@bournemouth.ac.uk>; Tartakoff, Daniel
<Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>; Beyer,
Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; jkrill@earthworksaction.org <jkrill@earthworksaction.org>;
Seal, Robert R <rseal@usgs.gov>
Subject: Glad To See Your Focus on State Law

Dear Ann,
I was very glad to see your article in the Duluth News Tribune critiquing and comparing
Minnesota's environmental law as it applies to mining. There is no question that the
considerable accumulation of existing risk in US mine sites accrues primarily to profound
gaps in mineral resource/mineral development law and policy at the level of licensing
authority, the state level. A responsible miner can design and build a responsible mine
regardless of defects in law and policy but without mining economics, geochemistry,
geotechnics and a host of other specialized dimensions of mine planning and management
built into law and policy ,a state has no capacity to evaluate proponents, projects or practices
or effect timey corrections when risk is growing to critical levels..
Maine's Law, by the way, is no model for anything. It is terrible, in fact and actually
allows groundwater contamination on site and avoids with determination by its NGO
authors the entire issue of state competence in mineral development oversight. Maine
doesn't even have the capacity to assess whether its ores are competitive in world markets
setting up a welcoming environment for pure speculation and carpetbaggers. ( Maine has no
significant mineral endowment) Slapping popular NGO advocacies like banning upstream
TSF's, open pit mining, wet tailings, and demands for worst case scenario cash up front is
neither wisdom nor responsible law. It is certainly no way to build de novo mining law as
Maine has done.
National Law, unless it also national licensing and regulatory authority which States would
never allow, cannot pick up the slack because it can address only what is "federal". Long ago,
when the USA didn't see self-supply as the most viable mineral sourcing anymore, the USA
gave up its excellent Bureau of Mines.
I have been in public policy at a very high level in NYC and nationally on some very complex
issues over my 50-year career, but mining is the most complex and difficult public policy arena
I have ever engaged. It's very hard to anchor in traditions of US law or even common law. and
clearly environmental law alone offer no wholeness to a legal or regulatory framework that
can see a worthy mine project from mineral assessment to closure while also offering
adequate and achievable levels of host community security and protection.
Australia's national laws and the local licensing framework of Western Australia is the best
model on the face of the earth. The success of that model is apparent in actuarial
comparisons of mineral production and failure history. NRCAN ( Natural Resources of Canada)
at one time in the Camelot of mine law and regulation had a wonderful system of informing
law and regulation at the provincial level from science and mining field experience. In its
Camelot glow of its hay day under Bill Price, it was proof that meaningful and effective
continuity between national and local law on mining can be achieved. What's left of that puts

Canada well ahead of the USA in actuarial terms. The ACOE does just the opposite justifying
bad practice for the sake of commerce in areas impacting host state environmental
security. Chile has a good private public partnership model that is also actuarially proven.
I have looked comparatively at United States state laws and find none comparable in quality to
Western Australia .I don't even see any "honorable mentions". Florida with its Phosphate
ponds and the South West with its cluster of existing high risk tailings facilities and bizarre
mining accommodations in statute like the Copper Law illustrate just how ineffective Federal
law is in offering meaningful level of encouragement and support for responsible mines and
safe host communities.
All mine development is reliant on either pawn shop debt supporting marginal mine operators
like Imperial Metals
or large international global financing cartels who set requirements specifically at odds with
accountability to environmental and community security. I refer you to Tilak Ginige's accont
of the "simgle Market" negotiations wherein the decision to not hold operators accountable
for catastrophe's was explicit and deliberate to shield operators from uninsurable and huge
liabilities. That is implicit in all mining law.
WMTF says that the old model of world mineral supply is not necessary and the
assumptions which have held it up for thousands of years are no longer applicable, needed
or viable. Both responsible mining and responsible governnace are attainable. We just
haven't made much headway yet on realizing or even tryin that in law and public policy. As
your article rightly asserts, the competence of license issuing authority is the entire key to
responsible mining and safe communities.
We have a peculiar Maine saying from an old Burt and I joke, "You can't get theyah from heah"
The ascension to responsible mining and responsible mineral production can't be attained
with patch ups to existing law with bans and prohibitions and "prove it" standards. I was
hoping Maine, not having a burden of existing mining interests, might pave the way and be a
model for that.
Instead, it wrote a truly ridiculous law of popular NGO tropes and advocacies with a giant
concession on allowed groundwater pollution (effectively allowing what is allowed inn the
Copper Law). It is a bunch of skulls on sticks on the beach expected to ward off any mining
interest rather than establish a sound rational framework from first exploration to closure.
We are very lucky that the first Miner through the door isn't a carpet bagger but a serious,
responsible workmanlike junior miner . Tough sledding for them so far.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

DIRECTORY OF LINKS TO WMTF MAJOR WORKS
High Potential Risk In Nearly 1/3 of Active High Hazard Potential Tailings Facilities BRAZIL PERU
USA and CANADA March 2021
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Brazil-Peru-USA-ANDCANADA-1.pdf
State of World Mine Tailings Portfolio 2020 www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
Estimate of World TSF Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/estimate-of-worldtailings-portfolio-2020/
World Distribution by Hazard Potential https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/hazard-potentialin-world-portfolio/
Operational Status Distribution World Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/1529-2/
In the Dark Shadow of the Supercycle Tailings Failure Risk & Public Liability Reach All Time Highs
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3298/4/4/75
The Risk Public Liability and Economics of Tailings Facility Failures ( 2015)
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BowkerChambers-RiskPublicLiability-EconomicsofTailingsStorageFacilityFailures23Jul15.pdf

ACOE Portfolio Analysis https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/ACOE-USA-TSF-Analysis-10-222019-1.pdf

Brumadinho Engineering History   https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/corrego-do-feijaotailings-failure-1-25-2019/

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Newland Bowker
acohen@mncenter.org
MDAG; Ralph Chapman; Paula Maccabee,Esq.; Aaron Klemz; Tilak Ginige; Tartakoff, Daniel; Loyzim, Melanie;
Beyer, Stacie R; jkrill@earthworksaction.org; Seal, Robert R; Beth Ahearn; Dr. David Chambers,Center for
Science in Public Participation; Tilak Ginige; Deanna Kemp; Defend Bristol Bay
Here is LD750 Which NRCM did not support
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 6:16:24 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
http://legislature.maine.gov/legis/bills/bills_127th/billtexts/HP050301.asp

Elegant, eloquent..like its author, talph Chpamna..Physicist, scholr, maine legisltaor,
gentleman.
Lindsay

From: MDAG <contact@mdag.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2021 6:44 AM
To: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Subject: RE: More On Natural Resources Council Of Maine's Betrayal of Maine People, Lands &
Waters
Hi Lindsay!
Thank you for the email. I learn a lot from every one you send. If you can find LD750 by Mr.
Chapman, I would very much like to read it. It sounds like something even rarer than platinum –
a well thought out law.
Kevin

From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>
Sent: April 14, 2021 8:03 AM
To: acohen@mncenter.org
Cc: Paula Maccabee,Esq. <pmaccabee@justchangelaw.com>; Aaron Klemz
<aklemz@mncenter.org>; Tilak Ginige <tginige@bournemouth.ac.uk>; Tartakoff, Daniel
<Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>;
Beyer, Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; jkrill@earthworksaction.org; Seal, Robert R
<rseal@usgs.gov>; Beth Ahearn <beth@protectmaine.org>
Subject: More On Natural Resources Council Of Maine's Betrayal of Maine People, Lands &
Waters

Dear Ann & All

Organizing materials and brokering introductions for a young Alaskan film crew coming
here for their documentary on mining , I happened to stumble on a beautiful law LD750
written by Maine Legislator ( and scientist) Ralph Chapman who also sat on the Landuse
committee for Maine Vast Territories without formal local governance. LD750 was the
culmination of 5 years of work by the people in mining affected communities and had
widespread legislative and popular support. We had done numerous tv and radio
segments on it and LD750 was widely known by that legisilative reference.
The Natural Resources Council of Maine and the entire Maine coalition of environmental
NGO's refused to join in the people's call for a "kill" on the attempt by Environmental
Committee chair to strip out all contents of Ralph Chapmans eloquent bill ( which also
called for a moratorium until regulations and law review could be done by experts).
NRCM's and the NGO coalition bill LD820 was further modified behind closed doors in
which all in Maine who had worked diligently for 5 years for a responsible mining risk
centered law had no opportunity for comment or review. NRCM's shocking betrayal
allowed groundwater pollution and allowed use of any lake or steam other than those
listed by NRCM. It sold Maine short on mining impacts from laws in effect for years that
afforded equal protection of ground and surface waters for all human activity.
I have been involved in law and regulation in many different public interest areas ( state,
local national) as a regulator, author, reviewer. Maine's Site Location of Development Law
is one of the finest laws I have ever seen anywhere at any level. Maine's NGO written
statute exempted mining from these universal protections. Construction of a hospital, a
school, a train station , is subject to more stringent environmental requirements than a
sulfide mine, thanks to NRCM.
The NGO mining agenda is not the voice of the people, the voice of mining affected
community. It is the voice only of its own often misinformed agenda serving
continuation of its own existence. In the case of mining that agenda is a set of over
simplified prohibitions that have nothing to go with the foundations of wise law and
regulation. This agenda summarized in Safety First will not help the hundreds of
thousands who have already suffered the effects of defective law in mining and what I
estimate to be 1,500 presently mining-at-risk communities worldwide.
I had a quick review of Minnesota's Law. I like that there is a specific requirement for
reporting all safety/stability incidents to a mining specific body with legal mandates for
inspection and periodic re review of mine licenses. Every licensing law should have that.
We don't have tha in Maine. The NGO "agenda" doesn't call for that.
In Maine we had a statewide cadre of scientists, educators, legislators, citizens, attorneys
in mining affected communities who stuck with trying to get it right over more than 5

years. NRCM, instead of listening organized its own coalition of NGOs, all registered
lobbyists, who spoke against, rather than supporting the wisdom of Maine's existing law
and the wisdom of its people in mining affected communities( by ignoring it and offering
only their own wrong poorly informed agenda).
Ralph Chapman happens to have represented the district where the Callahan superfund
site is, by the way.
I apologize that I could not immediately lay my hands on Ralph Chapman's eleoquen and
wise LD750 bu will forward when I find it because all who care about the safety of mining
affected communities shoud see it and emulate it.
I believe that it is possible to write wise and effective law and regulation for even the most
complex areas where "good conduct" has failed necessitating law and regulation. It is
never as good as good conduct in accordance with common law or almost universal laws
of tribal governance. Mining is a particular challenge because it doesn't fit what has
governed most models of public private partnership on "essential services" . My 7 years
of mining exclusive research and analysis and information development has shown that
responsible mining and community of origin protection are attainable in terms of available
mineral resources and existing technology. There is plenty of room in avaiable world
minerals for the insiutio of "no go zones"which assert portectio above rmineral reardless
of qulaity or world scarcity.NGO's just haven't taken that route in their approach to
"solutions".
Without NGO's documenting the consequence of prevailing conduct that violates the
public interest in its environmental and human impacts, we would not have evolved the
standards we now have for lead , asbestos, uranium,and other toxic and hazardous
releases and exposures. We wouln't have the documentation on consequence of mine
failures and the inadequacies of licensing law and prevailing practice that have finally
brought then need for major reform front and center. We need NGO's to continue this
work of authentically documenting the consequence of gaps in law. We need NGO's to
inform mining affected communities about potential risk and consequence from mining
and helping them to become effective advocates in their own communities.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker <compiler@worldminetailingsfailures.org>

Sent: Saturday, April 10, 2021 10:48 AM
To: acohen@mncenter.org <acohen@mncenter.org>
Cc: Paula Maccabee,Esq. <pmaccabee@justchangelaw.com>; Aaron Klemz
<aklemz@mncenter.org>; Tilak Ginige <tginige@bournemouth.ac.uk>; Tartakoff, Daniel
<Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>;
Beyer, Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; jkrill@earthworksaction.org
<jkrill@earthworksaction.org>; Seal, Robert R <rseal@usgs.gov>; Beth Ahearn
<beth@protectmaine.org>
Subject: Re: Glad To See Your Focus on State Law

Here is our take on the forensics of catastrophic failure and the mechanisms of law and
policy which are effective in preventing a "local sacrifice zone". The, as adopted, MaIne
statute would score at even higher potential risk. It was a behind closed door last minute
negotiation betwen NRCM and mining interests on which there was no opportunity for
public review and comment.
I have to look up my files. I don't recall Montana as exemplary in any regard. Michigan
scored better.
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mie Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker
Sent: Saturday, April 10, 2021 2:11 AM
To: acohen@mncenter.org <acohen@mncenter.org>
Cc: Paula Maccabee,Esq. <pmaccabee@justchangelaw.com>; Aaron Klemz
<aklemz@mncenter.org>; Tilak Ginige <tginige@bournemouth.ac.uk>; Tartakoff, Daniel
<Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>;
Beyer, Stacie R <Stacie.R.Beyer@maine.gov>; jkrill@earthworksaction.org
<jkrill@earthworksaction.org>; Seal, Robert R <rseal@usgs.gov>
Subject: Glad To See Your Focus on State Law

Dear Ann,
I was very glad to see your article in the Duluth News Tribune critiquing and comparing
Minnesota's environmental law as it applies to mining. There is no question that the
considerable accumulation of existing risk in US mine sites accrues primarily to profound
gaps in mineral resource/mineral development law and policy at the level of licensing
authority, the state level. A responsible miner can design and build a responsible mine
regardless of defects in law and policy but without mining economics, geochemistry,
geotechnics and a host of other specialized dimensions of mine planning and

management built into law and policy ,a state has no capacity to evaluate proponents,
projects or practices or effect timey corrections when risk is growing to critical levels..
Maine's Law, by the way, is no model for anything. It is terrible, in fact and actually
allows groundwater contamination on site and avoids with determination by its NGO
authors the entire issue of state competence in mineral development oversight. Maine
doesn't even have the capacity to assess whether its ores are competitive in world
markets setting up a welcoming environment for pure speculation and carpetbaggers. (
Maine has no significant mineral endowment) Slapping popular NGO advocacies like
banning upstream TSF's, open pit mining, wet tailings, and demands for worst case
scenario cash up front is neither wisdom nor responsible law. It is certainly no way to
build de novo mining law as Maine has done.

National Law, unless it also national licensing and regulatory authority which States would
never allow, cannot pick up the slack because it can address only what is "federal". Long
ago, when the USA didn't see self-supply as the most viable mineral sourcing anymore,
the USA gave up its excellent Bureau of Mines.
I have been in public policy at a very high level in NYC and nationally on some very
complex issues over my 50-year career, but mining is the most complex and difficult public
policy arena I have ever engaged. It's very hard to anchor in traditions of US law or even
common law. and clearly environmental law alone offer no wholeness to a legal or
regulatory framework that can see a worthy mine project from mineral assessment to
closure while also offering adequate and achievable levels of host community security and
protection.
Australia's national laws and the local licensing framework of Western Australia is the best
model on the face of the earth. The success of that model is apparent in actuarial
comparisons of mineral production and failure history. NRCAN ( Natural Resources of
Canada) at one time in the Camelot of mine law and regulation had a wonderful system of
informing law and regulation at the provincial level from science and mining field
experience. In its Camelot glow of its hay day under Bill Price, it was proof that
meaningful and effective continuity between national and local law on mining can be
achieved. What's left of that puts Canada well ahead of the USA in actuarial terms. The
ACOE does just the opposite justifying bad practice for the sake of commerce in areas
impacting host state environmental security. Chile has a good private public partnership
model that is also actuarially proven.
I have looked comparatively at United States state laws and find none comparable in
quality to Western Australia .I don't even see any "honorable mentions". Florida with its

Phosphate ponds and the South West with its cluster of existing high risk tailings facilities
and bizarre mining accommodations in statute like the Copper Law illustrate just how
ineffective Federal law is in offering meaningful level of encouragement and support for
responsible mines and safe host communities.
All mine development is reliant on either pawn shop debt supporting marginal mine
operators like Imperial Metals
or large international global financing cartels who set requirements specifically at odds
with accountability to environmental and community security. I refer you to Tilak Ginige's
accont of the "simgle Market" negotiations wherein the decision to not hold operators
accountable for catastrophe's was explicit and deliberate to shield operators from
uninsurable and huge liabilities. That is implicit in all mining law.
WMTF says that the old model of world mineral supply is not necessary and the
assumptions which have held it up for thousands of years are no longer applicable,
needed or viable. Both responsible mining and responsible governnace are attainable.
We just haven't made much headway yet on realizing or even tryin that in law and
public policy. As your article rightly asserts, the competence of license issuing authority
is the entire key to responsible mining and safe communities.
We have a peculiar Maine saying from an old Burt and I joke, "You can't get theyah from
heah" The ascension to responsible mining and responsible mineral production can't be
attained with patch ups to existing law with bans and prohibitions and "prove it"
standards. I was hoping Maine, not having a burden of existing mining interests, might
pave the way and be a model for that.
Instead, it wrote a truly ridiculous law of popular NGO tropes and advocacies with a
giant concession on allowed groundwater pollution (effectively allowing what is
allowed inn the Copper Law). It is a bunch of skulls on sticks on the beach expected to
ward off any mining interest rather than establish a sound rational framework from
first exploration to closure.
We are very lucky that the first Miner through the door isn't a carpet bagger but a serious,
responsible workmanlike junior miner . Tough sledding for them so far.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

DIRECTORY OF LINKS TO WMTF MAJOR WORKS
High Potential Risk In Nearly 1/3 of Active High Hazard Potential Tailings Facilities BRAZIL
PERU USA and CANADA March 2021
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Brazil-Peru-USA-ANDCANADA-1.pdf
State of World Mine Tailings Portfolio 2020 www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
Estimate of World TSF Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/estimate-of-worldtailings-portfolio-2020/
World Distribution by Hazard Potential https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/hazardpotential-in-world-portfolio/
Operational Status Distribution World Portfolio https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/15292/
In the Dark Shadow of the Supercycle Tailings Failure Risk & Public Liability Reach All Time
Highs https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3298/4/4/75
The Risk Public Liability and Economics of Tailings Facility Failures ( 2015)
https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BowkerChambers-RiskPublicLiability-EconomicsofTailingsStorageFacilityFailures23Jul15.pdf

ACOE Portfolio Analysis https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/ACOE-USA-TSF-Analysis-10-222019-1.pdf

Brumadinho Engineering History   https://worldminetailingsfailures.org/corrego-do-feijaotailings-failure-1-25-2019/
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon&Sue Ellis
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
In support of mining project
Thursday, April 15, 2021 12:54:42 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern
I am a resident of Mt. Chase and a business owner in the town of Patten . I am in support of
the project as long as they can protect the environment. My understanding is that the
legislature had previously addressed this issue. Our community could truly benefit from the
additional employment opportunities.
Thank you
Jon Ellis

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Austin Gallant
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
You Must Reject Wolfden"s Application for Rezoning
Friday, April 16, 2021 2:33:41 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it concerns,
The LUPC must reject Wolfden's application for rezoning. Wolfden has demonstrated
throughout its history that it, as an entity, is incapable of operating without seriously damaging
the environment. Maine's heritage is founded upon its clean waters, pristine forests, and
idyllic coastlines. As such, the allowance of such an operation in the heart of the Maine woods
would not only be a betrayal of the Maine people, but also a betrayal of Maine's noble
heritage. Wolfden's proposal is fueled by a greed which has no place in our state. I, and many
other devout Maine patriots, are growing tired of these attempts at the exploitation of our
motherland. We will no longer stand by idly. This proposed project cannot, and will not, go
through. Hail Maine!
Kindly, and in the name of preservation,
Austin Gallant

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lois Grossman
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Reject%20Wolfden"s%20Petition%20for%20Rezoning!
Friday, April 23, 2021 7:02:07 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I oppose any move to facilitate mining anywhere in Maine. If developers want to invest in
Maine, let them install wind farms and solar farms.
Lois Grossman
138 High Street
Eastport, ME 04631

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dndnrd@yahoo.com
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Correspondence for Wolfden Rezoning Petition
Saturday, April 24, 2021 8:05:08 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Just catching up on this issue again today.
Under the impression this madness had been halted a few years back.
Mining for zinc, lead, copper and silver is a very dirty process that will impact an area far greater than the proposed
site.
The irreparable changes to this region cannot be justified.
The project would generate few jobs and be very limited in timespan.
Monitoring and inspection for compliance would require a full time crew.
Enforcement and regulations would require full time personnel.
Liability for long term damages would be nearly impossible as the entities can walk away   at anytime and cease to
exist.
Short term profit for investors, permanent damage to everything else.
This bad idea should be met with the utmost resistance possible under law, with bonding requirements to insure
compensation for future liabilities.
Sincerely,
Inspector Reed

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angelica
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
This Winter was Warm and you know it.
Saturday, April 24, 2021 6:39:54 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Listen, I just moved up here from NYC it's a heat bubble of pure concrete and dry air for
miles. The heat that city is putting off is blowing straight up here! Climate Change is Real!
Okay, it's the stuff we LITERALLY do to the Earth, on the Ground! The Maine Forests are a
key lifeblood reserve of clean air not just to the people of Maine but for all of America. As I'm
sure you know, the effects of increased levels of Carbon in the atmosphere can take 20 years
before they reach our level.
I urge you to think cautiously and not trip over a dollar for a dime here. Our Local
Communities thrive on Lumber, Agricultural, Fishing, Hunting, Tourism, ALL of those trades
which are the true bedrock of Maine's culture and community absolutely require a Healthy
Environment with Bountiful and Beautiful Natural Resources in order to thrive and continue
for generations to come!
And let's be honest, these are foreign companies and the workers are probably gonna be
Temps from out of state or contracted in and then when we're all used up then boom, they'll
leave our land desolate and drained of anything of any value, mainly, Life.
Money talks though, am I right? That's scum. That's too freaking bad when a short term
money move can be more Valuable than God's Creation, than Life itself. Wow, what a world
we live in. It's sad.
It would be a mistake, after all that has happened already in these past years, to choose to
decimate a good portion of Mother Earth for short term profit, in exchange for Permanent Loss
of Value on that land. Not to mention the toxic fumes and water runoff that would expand the
effected land mass far beyond the boundaries of the property line.
I urge you to consider Wildlife Habitats in the area as well and consult with Fish and Game,
DACF, perhaps even the local EPA unit,(hopefully that's what some of your members are
made up of?[not sure how that works]).
Hunting, Sledding and Rural Tourism are very important income generating fields in Maine, it
is so important that even if this only seems like a small project to you, that we understand that
this is a major tipping point in the likelihood of the survival of the human race in Earth, and
we choose to act with as much regard for our future generations, our children, and our
grandchildren and so on, in Maine and across America, and their ability to live and breathe on
the surface of the Earth, with clean air, and clean water, as we possibly can.
Please, surprise me, and do not be tricked by this shiny lump sum into screwing over Mainers,
and all Life on Earth.
I would like a reply to this email confirming that it has been read by a human (aka, not form)
and information on panel decisions, membership, etc.

Thank you in advance for your service,
Angelica Rosado

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bobby Psenka
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
DONT mine Maine
Sunday, April 25, 2021 9:34:55 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Wolfden and any other company DOES NOT have my permission to mine in Maine. Nor do you have the
permission of the land and its people plants and animals. Stop this project immediately!
Bobby P
Montville, ME

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

martica sawin
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
No metal mining in Maine.
Monday, April 26, 2021 7:25:07 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Ciarrocca
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Correspondence for Wolfden Rezoning Petition
Thursday, April 29, 2021 5:27:23 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
April 29, 2021

Hello,

My comments about Wolfden Resources, mining in Maine and so forth will be kept very brief here.
Most Mainers, (meaning all people presently standing in this state) might think there are 'rules' or 'laws' concerning
mining, mineral extraction and so forth.
If you have followed mining operations everywhere on this Planet Earth, you will know that mining companies are
not concerned with laws and rules. They are concerned about appeasing investors…, THAT'S ALL !
It is an absolutely stupid act to think any mining operation is okay in Maine, that it would bring 'some' employment.
The destruction of this state, the ripping the guts out of the earth for profit will prove it is nothing more than an act
of insanity while also illustrating there is little understanding on the part of decision makers in Maine.
For some people the word NO seems perplexing, difficult to understand and pronounce. Well, for 500 years we
have been destroying the Natural World/Environment that humans are only one part of and humans also require a
healthy natural environment to exist. We are dependent upon this health.
We have seen the various forms of destruction brought on by human greed and ignorance and perhaps some people
have asked the question; 'well, what are we to do to help the economy?'
The best thing we could do is simply change the economy based on equality of all things which means more than
just humans and human greed!
If one cannot make an intelligent, ethical, honest decision, don't make any decision.
Mining in Maine will be the final blow to destroying this state. For more details, I suggest doing some REAL
research into this matter since first hand experience is the Best Teacher.

Joseph Ciarrocca
Brunswick, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Roper
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Comment on Rezoning Proposal
Sunday, May 02, 2021 3:24:51 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
The American Friends Service Committee (Quakers)
Wabanaki Program Committee strongly opposes
any re-zoning to allow a metal mine in the
Pickett Mountain area of Class A waters. On Ap. 28, 2021,
the following statement was approved for submission
to the LUPC and the press.
         " Clean water in lur lakes and rivers is hopefully
desired by all people in Maine. In northern Maine there
is aa threat to clean watershed sources of the
Meduxnekeag River (flowing east to the St. John Wolastoq - River) and the Mattawamkeag River
that flows into the Penobscot.
        The threat is the proposal from Wolfden Mt. Chase LLC
to the Land Use Planning Commission to re-zone a
pristine area of lakes and streams to a development
area so they can undertake a large metallic mineral mine.
       The American Friends Service Committee (Quakers)
join the Houlton Band of Maliseets, the Penobscot Nation.
Trout Unlimited, Natural Resources Council of Maine,
camp owners and residents in opposition to a metallic
mineral mine on Pickett Mountain -- an area of clean,
Class A waters.
                  Submitted for the Committee by Marilyn Roper

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Seavey
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolf den
Friday, May 07, 2021 12:38:02 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good afternoon
I’m aware of this project.
Maine has standards in place to do it right.
I support the rezoning of the Wolfden Mining project.
Mike and Linda Seavey
Plymouth, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

J.E. Barrett
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Say no to the damage Wolfden will do
Sunday, May 16, 2021 11:29:47 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern,
I am a member of the United States Army, but own land and pay taxes in Washington County
Maine. I strongly object to any mining activities in Maine at all. My family and I plan on
retiring back there in another couple years and I would like the air, water, and land to still be
clean and liveable. My wife and her family are all from the Ohio, West Virginia,
Pennsylvania, and Kentucky part of the United States where mining has been going on
seemingly forever. The mining companies there always promise zero environmental impact
and no effect on surrounding communities or their drinking water. Then when the
mining companies get caught failing to meet the standards they have pledged to adhere to and
the lawsuits mount up the mining company just declares bankruptcy to avoid paying their
debts. The communities are left holding the bag. My wife's hometown has an unusually high
number of people suffering from a very rare cancer, much higher than a similar population
anywhere else in the world, and the mining companies and the powers that be insist it has
nothing to do with polluted groundwater. Both of my wife's parents died of this rare cancer.
The mining companies and their lawyers spend a lot of money upfront to try to get the public
and the politicians on their side, but ultimately do not care and will just shut down operations
and leave the area when it is no longer profitable for them. One of Maine's primary sources of
income seems to be tourism dollars and no tourist is going to want to come to our beautiful
state when the water is so polluted that no one can drink or swim in it. Please stop the mining
companies, currently in the form of Wolfden and its' backers, from destroying
the environment of Maine and the lives of the people who live and vacation there.
Respectfully,
CW3 Jason E. Barrett

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

M. Washington
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
This is NOT a good idea
Wednesday, May 19, 2021 11:51:46 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To Whom it May Concern:
I would like to go on record against the relaxations of Maine's mining regulations, which
favors Wolfden's proposed Pickett Mt mine.
Wolfden has a dirty record at it's Green's Creek Mine in Alaska. Violations of the TRI and the
federal CWA, disastrous tailings mounds, acid drainage...these are just some of the FAILS that
Wolfden likely hasn't mentioned to state and local officials.
I will make myself available to serve on any citizen advisory boards locally. This is a monster
disaster waiting to happen.
Thank you for your time.
Mindy Washington
Millinocket ME

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Newland Bowker
East, Judith C
Tartakoff, Daniel; Beyer, Stacie R
MMA ( Maine Metalli Mineral Act) Reform
Thursday, May 20, 2021 7:24:07 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Commissioner East
My apologies. I have been so buried with my international work I did not follow the
appointment changes under Governor Mills nor have I followed Maine legislative affairs
except in relation to the Wolfden Project and now LD1163.I have contnued to copy Nick
Livesay, unaware of his departure. I am so sorry.
I believe strongly in the soundness of the zoning plan for the unorganized territries and have
recommeded that it stad with respect to mining. Specifically that no rezoning be considered
for metallic mining in any area presently zoned as not suitable for mining.
I have also recommended additional funding for both LUPC and DEP so that adequate funds
are available to retain experts for review and respond immediately to any emergency
conditions.
I have followed and commented on the sub district rezoning application submitted by
Wolfden. Stacie has done a great job asserting and defending LUPC's broader mandates and
representing "best practice" and long traditions of land use planning and zoning.
Our statute (MMA) needs some refinement to also better recognize and call upon the distinct
and vital role of LUPC in Maine's unorganized territories.
Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org
From: Lindsay Newland Bowker
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 10:55 PM
To: Tartakoff, Daniel <Daniel.Tartakoff@legislature.maine.gov>; Ralph.Tucker@legislature.maine.gov
<Ralph.Tucker@legislature.maine.gov>; Loyzim, Melanie <Melanie.Loyzim@maine.gov>;
Nicholas.Livesay@maine.gov <Nicholas.Livesay@maine.gov>
Cc: Bill Williams <billwms17@gmail.com>; gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au <gavin.mudd@rmit.edu.au>;
MDAG <contact@mdag.com>; Seal, Robert R <rseal@usgs.gov>; Bernhard Dold
<bdold@sumirco.com>; charles.roche@mpi.org.au <charles.roche@mpi.org.au>

Subject: MMA ( Maine Metalli Mineral Act) Reform

https://www.bworldonline.com/lifting-of-open-pit-mining-freeze-being-readied-in-draft-irr/

Lifting of open-pit mining freeze
being readied in draft IRR BusinessWorld
THE Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB) said
the draft implementing rules and regulations
(IRR) of Executive Order (EO) No. 130 includes a
repealing clause that would lift the open-pit
mining ban implemented in 2017. MGB Director
Wilfredo G. Moncano said during the first session
www.bworldonline.com

All NGO initiated bans without a "findings of fact" in support have failed or will fail. "Naked
Bans" are bad law in general.
Maine presently has a "naked ban" on open pit mining which I believe is justifiable given our
high sulfide VMS deposits but without "findings of fact" and clear statement of supporting
policy it too will fall.
If we can avoid it, we should not leave the "naked ban" in place. It is worthy of defense
and explanation and at least some rationale should be presented while we build a more
formal supported basis for why the ban is appropriate in Maine.
  
Most of the world's metallic minerals are mined at porphyry deposits which, by nature have
more dispersion of minerals even at economically viable grades. So the big politically powerful
mining cartels like ICMM are particularly opposed to open pit bans as we have enacted here in
Maine. If we should ever identify a truly significant economically viable deposit of a critical
mineral our present ban on open pit mining ( and other "naked bans") would quickly fall even
if still "best policy" for Maine.
I believe that a prohibition on open pit mining in Maine is defensible because our deposits are
very high sulfide VMS and other than immediate and permanent submersion in water there
are few means available to prevent the onset of AMD. At Bald Mountiain the eminent Andrew
MacG Robertson found that there were not sufficient neutralizung materials within over 100
miles of the identified deposit.

This is a major issue at the Pickett Mountain project and our present legal framework provides
no basis for establishing that AMD can be prevented . Our naked prohibitions and
prescriptions ( dry stack only") are not a sound basis for assuring adequate control and
prevention of AMD.

Lindsay Newland Bowker, Executive Director
World Mine Tailings Failures
compiler@WorldMineTailingsFailures.org
+1 207 367 5145
www.worldminetailingsfailures.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Moulton
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mining
Thursday, May 20, 2021 8:35:37 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

"I am a maine resident and I am for the environment and jobs. This project is needed in this
part of our state.....I support this project"
Scott Moulton
Abbot, Maine
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Cunningham
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Please do NOT allow this metal mining to happen!!
Wednesday, June 02, 2021 8:48:01 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

The NRCM has carefully documented all of the best reasons for NOT allowing it right here:
https://www.nrcm.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/wolfdenfacts2021.pdf
PLEASE take the time to carefully read what this says and pay close attention to these facts
BEFORE considering approval of this mining proposal!
As a member of NRCM I believe in the necessity of NOT allowing this to happen to our
beautiful state... this proposed metal mining is UGLY in every way!!
Sharon Cunningham
Standish, ME

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natasha Mayers
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
reject Wolfden"s application for rezoning
Wednesday, June 02, 2021 9:47:39 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I urge you to reject Wolfden’s application for rezoning. I am opposed to the rezoning land
near Pickett Mountain for metal mining. The company has no actual mining experience, little
money, and has not provided accurate or timely information about its plans.
Natasha Mayers
Whitefield, ME

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vicki Adams
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Mining in Maine
Wednesday, June 02, 2021 10:55:51 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Commissioners,
Please uphold our zoning in Maine and refuse to back Wolfden Resources’ plans to
mine metal in Maine. Such mines have produced toxic mining tailings, which have
polluted water throughout the United States. They have no place in our state.
Sincerely,
Victoria Adams, Kennebunk, Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Laird-Lagassee
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfdenrezoning
Thursday, June 03, 2021 9:42:05 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To whom it may concern…..
Zoning is supposed to protect land or neighborhoods from developer greed. The average citizen has
little hope of getting a parcel rezoned for some personal use or purpose, yet developers need only
petition authorities who seem not just willing but eager to destroy in favor of a few dirty dollars.
Rezoning in favor of a developer (miner) is not in the best interests of the land, the flora and fauna
that inhabit the land, or the people of Maine.   Developers must not be allowed to win what should
be illegal favor.
Janet Laird-Lagassee
43 Elmwood Road
Auburn, ME 04210
Lairdart@myfairpoint.net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Taylor Wolf
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
In objection to Wolfson"s Picket Mountain mine
Saturday, June 05, 2021 12:43:10 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello to the folks at LUPC,
I'm writing with strong, deep-in-my-gut objection to the Wolfson's Picket Mountain mine
that's up for debate. Maine does not need this mine. It will not provide the promised jobs or
economic prosperity. Instead it will poison the water, harm the salmon, cause economic
poverty and infringe upon the sovereign rights of native folks. Please reject this bid for a new
mine.
Instead let's invest in regenerative agriculture! Let's uplift one another's ability to live in good
relationship with the Earth! We have so much wisdom and skill to create local thriving
economies without anonymous corporations!
Thank you for your time and for listening,
Tay Wolf

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Thurston-Hill
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Support for rezoning Wolfen lands for mining
Monday, June 07, 2021 11:33:20 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
To Whom it may concern,
Shin Pond Village Inc is supportive of Wolfden’s rezoning of their land for mining in the Mt. Chase
area.
Please feel to reach out to Terry Hill at 207-528-2963 or the above email.
Sincerely,
Terry Hill
Shin Pond Village Inc
1489 Shin Pond Road
Mt. Chase, Maine 04765

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kurlymo88
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden project
Friday, June 11, 2021 1:19:50 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am a Maine resident and am for the environment and this project. Maine needs this
project!
Sincerely Scott MacKenzie
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Breedlove
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Yes on Rezoning
Monday, June 14, 2021 1:26:39 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

LUPC,
The rezoning would allow the permitting process to determine whether or not the project
should move forward on its merits. This is why Maine spent millions developing the
regulations that would guide the permitting process.
Regards,
John Breedlove

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Noel
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Please reject Rezoning Permit 779. Wolfden is not a reputable company.
Monday, June 14, 2021 1:55:41 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

LUPC,
Please reject Wolfden. Companies like this will leave us with the fallout and the bill,
regardless of whether they achieve "solvency" or not.
I enjoy many luxuries of modern life that result from mining; however, we need to take a stand
and make sure mining is done in a start-to-finish fashion that leaves the burden of the
COMPLETE clean-up to come from the profits/investments of the company and investors-and that if it isn't, it's not a matter that gets tied up legally in courts forever or gone unpaid
while investors take their money and run.
Interviews with Ron Little (CEO) such as this one with Crux Investors leave me very
concerned because of the numerous false claims and falsehoods he makes. How can we trust
someone like that to care about our state and citizens? We can't. He might feel comfortable
waving his hand and dismissing my feedback because I live in the southern part of the state
now (a tactic often employed by outside/corporate interests who dislike that environmental
impacts tend to be very poorly received by the "liberal part of the state;") but I am writing to
tell you that my tourism money, my volunteer hours, and my passion for the outdoors feeds
and protects the rural parts of the state, too. My tax investments benefit those regions. I am as
much a "Mainer" as anyone else, and lived much of my early life in Kingfield. My children are
as well, and I owe it to them to voice my extreme displeasure that once-lers and grifters look
to pillage our state's best resources, held in trust in vast portions of wilderness, for the sake of
quick dollars. Maine needs to be careful of out-of-state (and out-of-country!) people looking to
come in, promising jobs (temporary) and that they're good to clean up after themselves (winkwink).
Thank you for your time.
Joseph Noel & Family
Yarmouth, ME

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacquelyn Breedlove
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Rezoning
Monday, June 14, 2021 2:30:16 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

LUPC,
The rezoning would allow the permitting process to determine whether or not the project
should move forward on its merits. This is why Maine spent millions developing the
regulations that would guide the permitting process.
Regards,
-Jacquelyn Breedlove

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Surrusco
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Yes to Rezoning
Monday, June 14, 2021 3:45:05 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

LUPC,
I would like to express my support for the rezoning. Under the guidelines and strict mining
regulations in place, a responsibly managed operation would be of great benefit to the area. If
rezoned, this operation would create jobs and be an excellent source of local industry.
Regards,
Steven Surrusco

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Oliver
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden
Tuesday, June 15, 2021 11:57:24 AM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I am in support of the LUPC rezoning for Wolfden. I grew up in Linneus and have spent a
great deal of time in the Patten area. Even though I live in Hampden now, I still consider
myself a County boy.
Having grown up in southern Aroostook county I’ve seen the steady decline in population as
families (like myself) move away for more opportunities. The rezoning of this land would be
an important first step in rejuvenating this area and giving families a chance to stay and make
a great living.
We have the protections in place through several state agencies to ensure we protect our lands
and water.
Allow the rezoning. We need it.
Brian Oliver
Hampden Maine

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Troy Garland
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden
Tuesday, June 15, 2021 2:35:09 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I support the rezoning for Wolfden. I own a small excavation company and this project would
give folks the necessary skills to be able to be employed by companies like mine. In today's
market you can't find employees with a skill set that translates to earth moving. This would be
a great thing for the area and for thr industry.
Troy Garland
Carmel Maine
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Nelson
LUPC, Wolfden Rezoning
Wolfden
Thursday, June 17, 2021 2:50:31 PM

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I have spent a great deal of time in the Patten area. We love to snowmobile and 4 wheeler in
that area. I was against this project in the beginning. However, I spent some time talking to a
few local people up there last week at Flatlanders. They made me realize that this was way
different project than the bald mountain project from years ago. Once I got educated on it I
was in favor. If we are going to continue to make things that need these minerals, then why not
do it here where we can protect the environment rather than in another country where the
standards arent as high? Weve got good people here in Maine that can protect our water and
fishing. Thats whats important to me. Please rezone this land so they can do this project.
Joe Nelson
from Temple Maine

